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For Temple, Jesus was not only a man, but also Man, the
Second Adam, Jesus inaugurates a new influence to mankind,
raises, them to a higher level by spiritual transformation. He
is the all-inclusive Personality, through him God's purpose is
fulfilled for all men. For Pittenger, Jesus was a man among me]
Our Lord fully shared the human conditions. He should be under¬
stood as not in isolatidn from the total context of the past, th
present, the future. The Christ-event should not be known as
pt rliscrete isolated hau-neninf?.• • v—' . s . . ... . - '• v- ' . ... ' . .
Temple interpretes the Incarnation by means of his view oi
the grades of reality. When life supervenes upon matter, it
takes direction of it. During the Incarnation, God supervenes
upon humanity, and He acts through the human conditions. But
Pittenger rejects any view which speaks of the Incarnation as
intrusion''. The Incarnation is the classical instance of
closest union between; God and man. In every man, there is the
potentiality, and in fact partial realization, of the full
actualization of the expression of God.
For Temple, the unity of G0d and man in Jesus Christ is
the union of the Divine Will and human will, the union of
Divine Personality and human personality. While for Pittenger,
it is the union of love, the'moral union. Temple finds
personality is the totality of being, and Pittenger asserts tha» •;« • ' • • • • ' •• •• ' •• •• • v • . ' ' ' y . •• . .. . . . • . - , •-
union of love is metaphysical, not only moral. God is Love,
..--..tho most intimate relationship between God and man in Jesus
Christ is a relationship of love.
Salvation means, for Temple, the conversion from sin, the
• . ' • _ . - • • • - •
change from celf-centreness to self-sacrifice. Jesus Christ
saves us by his- power of love that seeks the union with men.
But men should response fully. As for Pittenger, atonement
accomplished by Jesus Christ is chiefly the restoration of the
deepest union between God and man, and only secondarily is it
the redemption from human sins. Christ saves us by making the
authentic life available. Men should response to,and be grasped
by. God who is Love.. . • ' • . 1 ' •
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What is- Christology about? Christology is the attempt
to clarify the elemental confession of Christian faith, that
W: -. ' -1
Jesus is the Christ, or that Jesus Christ is Lord. In
this thesis, an attempt is made to treat both the person and
the work of Christ, since they are inter-related, and each
can 'be understood more clearly in the light of another.
Why study Christology? Every person should know and
understand what he believes. Every Christian should know by
his best effort who is Jesus Christ and what he has done.
Being a theology student, I feel the urgent impulse to have
a thorough study on Christology. When I frist came to the
Theology Division here, I found myself very much puzzled by
the new prospective for ihe Christian faith, and especially
the critical method of studying the Bible which really shook
my faith. I found myself begin to be critical at every'• . . ' ... . .. . •• • •- •• •- • ' .
authoritative and traditional Christian saying. I learned to
be doubtful at every Christian assertion. And the climax
came when I could not understand why and how Jesus Christ as
a human being could become God. Is it conceivable to think
of a being that is both God and man simultaneously? If
Jesus was a man like us, why whould we adore him as God? If- •• . :• ... • '
1 George S. Hendry, Christology, in A Dictionary of
Christian Theology (London: SCH Press, 1969) P-51
I cannot believe him as God, can I then honestly claim myself
as a Christian? These questions haunted me for quite a long
time. Therefore I made up my mind that I have to settlethese
questions before I leave the school. At first I did not dare
to take Christology as the theme of my thesis, since I have
no sufficient knowledge in philosophy and had limited studies
in theology. But the urgent impulse urges me to take this
attempt.
Why choose Temple and Pittenger? William Temple, a famous
Anglican archbishop in the early nineteen twenties to fourties,
was well-known for his Christian theology, his philosophy, his
Christian ethics and Christian social thought. He was born
on October 13? 1881, ordained as deacon in 1908, and as priest
next year. He became Cannon of Westminister in 1919? Bishop
- - »
of Manchester in 1921? Archbishop of York in 1929? and Arch-
; . h . • • ' • r 1
bishop of Canterbury in 19+2. He died on October 26, 19+
He was such an influential figure that examinating his chris-
tology would be beneficial to us as the stepping-stone for... • ' -v • ..... ' ; - . •- ••• ' ' ...J
further investigation. Norman Pittenger (b: 1903)? a well-
known process-theologian, taught for thirty years in the
United States before retiring in 1966 from the professorship
of Christian Apologetics at the General Theological Seminary
in New York and taking up residence at King's College, Cambridge,
2
England. As process theology becomes more and more widely
1 RE, next to p.1.
2 Pittenger, Alfred North Whitehead (1989)? back cover.
known for its promising, comprehensible, coherent and relevant
ideas, it is a great loss to our Christian faith if ve have
- • - «T V
no any idea about it, and especially about the process Chris-
tology offered by Pittenger.
s !
CHAPTER I
A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE EARLY CHRISTQLOGIES
A. Heresies in the Early Church
The followings were some of the earliest sectarian aber¬
rations from the Church,
1. Ebionitism
The Ebionites rejected the divinity of our Lord and the
virgin birth, and held firm to his authentic manhood. Jesus
was merely a man on whom the Holy Spirit had descended for
the first time at his baptism, , He was the primal Man who was
continually becoming incarnate. Therefore Jesus Christ was
only a deified man.
2. Docetism
The Docetists asserted that Jesus did not take the real
human flesh but only appeared to have a real body, hence his
suffering and death were not real. He only appeared to be a
true man for it was important for our salvation. But his
humanity was denied.
Both Ebionitism and Docetism held a view of the trans¬
cendence of Coc[, anc[ saw the antithesis betveen God and the
world of men. They could not see any union of God and man
without sacrificingeither the divine (Ebionitism) and the
2
human (Docetism).
1 Otto V. Heick, A History of Christian Thought (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 195) Vol.1, p.67.
2 Hendry, Christology, p.56.
3 Gnosticism
The Gnostics held that salvation was accomplished by the
- - • s
communication of divine knowledge. Their Christology was sheer-
ly dualistic, Jesus Christ was composed of two distinct sub-
stances in a loose connection. It was also docetic, the
1
heavenly Christ joined himself, was not authentic human flesh.
Marcionisrn
Marcion asserted that salvation is effected not by gain¬
ing of knowledge, not by the death of Christ, but simply by
faith, by believing what Paul teaches about the Good God.
Christ was identified with the good God, He did not really
2
die, since he had only a docetic body.
B. The Christological Debate in the Ancient Church
r
1. Ignatius
r ' .. a . : t . ' ' •'; , • f. . ' r . ...
Ignatius of Antioch (d. 110 A.D.) was strongly against
the doceitst herecy. He stressed on the reality of the two¬
fold real human nature and divine nature of Jesus Christ, as
he vieved that the salvation of man depends on the reality of
the humanity of Jesus. He said, There is one physician,
composed of flesh and of spirit, generate and ingenerate, God
5
in man, authentic life in death, from Mary and from God.
1 J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Doctrines (New York: Harper
Brothers, 1938), p.lA2.
2 Heick, Thought, Vol. I, p.77.
3 Eph. 7? cited by Kelly, Doctrines, p.13»
2. Irenaeus
Irenaeus (d. ca. 200 A.D.) was against Gnosticism and
Docetism too. He viewed Christ as the Second Adam, who summed
up the whole human race, therefore redeeming it and inaugura-I '• • . . ,
- i - • . ' ' ( v - . ''' • - -
ting a new human race. He insisted on the unity of the God-
man, rejecting the Gnostic separation of the heavenly Christ
from the man Jesus. Jesus Christ was truly God and truly Man,
' 1
it was the pre-existent Logos who was incarnate.
3. Tertullian
Another person at the same period vho defended the genuinely
divine and human natures of Jesus Christ was Tertullian. He
held that our Lord was composed of two substances, the Word
and a distinct person. His humanity was genuine in every
• - . ' . ..
. • •• • ! , - . • • I ' ff. '
aspects, including his soul and his human passions. He was
r 2
the divine spirit who took the man to Himself. Terullian
was the first one who tackled the problem of the relation
, . . • 1 ' • • • f . V ' ! ' ' ... ~ • ,
between the two substances in Jesus Christ. The Logos did
not metamorphose into flesh, but clothed Himself in it. The
two substances remains unchanged and undamaged after the
a.
union, each preserving its own particular qualities and activity.''




Similar to Tertullian, Origen (d. 253 AID.) stressed the
relationship of the two natures in Jesus Christ as an actual
.» : ... . . ' - ;
-Union, resulting in the humanity being deified, and not as jus
an association. However, he regarded the soul of Jesus being
subjected to the Logos, which indwelled and controlled the
1
manhood, and was the governing principle in Christ.
5» Paul of Samosata
After origen was Paul of Samosata, who became Bishop of
Antioch in 2?0 A.D. In maintaining the humanity of Jesus, he
strongly objected to Origen1s theory. He held that Christ and
the Word had no genuine union, but a kind of indwelling,
participation, or grace. The Word was denoted only as God'f
commandment and ordinance. Hence there was no problem of how
2
the Godhead was unified to a man in any substantial sense.
He was condemned at the Synod of Antioch in 268 A-D. for his
views.
6. Arius
Arius (d. 336 A.D.) conceived that there was a time the
• • • ' • ...
Word did not exist, it was made out of nothing. The Word is
3
a semi-divine power which was present in the soul of Jesus.
1 Kelly, Doctrines, p.156f.
2 Ibid. , p. 1f0.
3 Dermot A. Lane, The Reality of Jesus: an Essay in Christo-
logy (Dublin: Cahill Co., Ltd., 1975)5 pp-98f.
Therefore Jesus was only a half-God, a created-being, half-way
between God and the world, and secondary to God, Arius seemed:
A ' • • - ' • . S
to defend.a true monotheism and also to provide a rational in¬
terpretation of the Incarnation, But his assertion vould
. •' . - '
v -ft
weaken the Incarnation, for the God incarnate who shared the
1
human sufferings and experiences was an inferior god only.
The Church was alarmed to this conception of Jesus Christ,
At the Council of Nicea in 325 A.D., Arius was condemned. It
asserted that the Son is of one substance (homousios) with
the Father. He is fully divine, not emanation from God. This
was a direct opposition to Arius' view that the Son is differ¬
ent in ousia from the Father. The Son is true God from true
God. But the council did not treat the question of how the
?
Father and the Son are one God.
7. Antiochenes
After Nicea there were two schools of christologies
which appeared in opposition to Arianism, the Alexandrian
' f
which adopted the Word-flesh (Logos-Sarx) approach and the
Antiochene which accepted the Word-man (Logos-anthropos) approach.
The Alexandrians tended to mystical and allegorical inter-
pretations of the bible, while the Antiochenes preferred its
literal and historical meanings.
1 M. Wiles, The Christian Fathers (London: SCM Press, 1966),
pp. 6Af.
2 Lane, Reality , p.99-
. The Antiochean School was. represented by Theodore of
of Mopsuestia (d. .28 A.D.) , Nestorius (do ca« -51 A.D.) and
Theodoret (do 57 A.D.) during this time. They
emphaized mainly the humanity of Jesus Christ vithout denying
w? '•
his divinity, Jesus Christ had a perfect humanity possessing
a body and a reasonable soul. The two natures were clearly
differentiated, the divinity had its residence (enoikesis) in
the humanity. The Logos indwel'led in the man Jesus as the
instrument. The relation is a connection or conjunction
(synapheia), not a union of essence or of energy, but a moral
union. As the man Jesus struggled more, he grew in deeper
1
relationship with God.
The Antiochenes were attacked for putting the union of
the two natures in terms of synapheia, which was not a true
personal union but only a moral union. And. in the phrase
used by Theodore of Mopsuestia, two natures and one person,
the term person meant only the appearance of one being — a
a •
prosopon. Thereby the genuion union of two natures in Jesus
2
Christ was destroyed.
8. Athanasius of Alexandria
On the other hand, the Alexandrian School started from
the divinity of Christ's person, taking the Logos-fresh
approach. Athanasius was the representative of this school.
1 Heick, Thought, Vol. I, p.175-
2 Ibid., p.178.
• _ • • • . • • ... • »
He was strongly moved by the soteriological consideration
that, since only God could save man, the Word should be fully
divine. The Word took flesh or a body and dwelt in it
as in a temple. The Word prepares the body in the virgin as
a temple unto himself, and makes it his very own as an
1
instrument, in it manifested, and in it dwelling. The Word
is the living, governing principle of the universe, and the
rational soul of man. While it was present in the body of
the Incarnate, it was at the same time present everywhere
2
else in the cosmos. Athanasius held that the divinity and
humanity equally participated in the works of Christ on earth,
and in the sufferings of Christ the divine nature played a
part.
Athanasius' Christology seems to neglect the human
. , _ •' ,
rational soul in Christ's humanity in describing our Lord's
human nature as flesh or body. Perhaps he saw the danger
that in ascribing a human soul to Christ and making this as
the subject of some of the experiences of the incarnate Lord,
the uniquelly divine character of the divine act of Incarnation
3
would be destroyed, thereby Christ would split into two.
Therefore Athanasius was tempted to view the divine Vord the
subject of every act and every experience of Jesus Christ.
But, in trying to avoid the Arian difficulty, Athanasius thought
that the Word acted differently in different occasions, some-
1 Athanasius On the Incarnation, in Christology of the Later
Father (Philadelphia: Westminister Press, 1950, edited by
Edward R. Hardy, p.62f.
2 Kelly, Doctrine, pp.28T-286.
3 N. Wiles, Fathers, p.66.
times in divine eternal mode and sometimes in his incarnate
1
status, in which he assumed the human limitations,,, ' , • . . . o .
But later, in about 3C2, Athanasius1 conception seemed
to change® At the synod of Alexandria at which he was the
chairman, he endorsed the formula which reads: the Saviour
did not have a body lacking soul, sensibility or intelligence®
For it was impossible that, our Lord having become man on
our behalf,His body should have been without intelligence
and the. salvation not only of the. body but of the soul as
2
well was accomplished through the Word Himself. But from
his later writings, if seems that Athanasius only accepted a
formal human soul in Jesus Christ, for he never ascribed any
theological importance to it. Thereby , for him, the Logos




Appollinarius of Laodiced (c.310-990 A„D.) pushed the
Alexandrian school to the extreme. He strongly disliked the
dualistic, the dyophysite approach of the Antionchene
school. He was immensely influenced'by soteriological motives.• ... • 4?
The human will and mind were unstable and corrupt by nature,
how could it be the subject of the salvation which man needed?
Christ, being considered merely as man, could not save us.
Appollinarius described the flesh-incarnate Christ as being
1 N. Wiles, Fathers, p.66f.
2 Kelly, Doctrines, p.288.
3 Ibid..
. • »
joined in absolute unity with the Godhead. There was only
one nature composed of divinity and humanity. The divine
Word was thesole principle of Jesus Christ, working evem at
the purely physical and biological levels. This denying of
a human psychology could exclude the contradiction of tvo wills
and intelligence in. Christ. Christ's flesh was regarded as
bding as the heavenly man1', since his human nature was united
with the heavenly spirit. It follows that the Christ's flesh
was deserved to be worshipped. Appolllinarius, like other
Alexandrians, accepted the idea of communicatio idiomatum,
which includes the real exchange of the properties of both
1
flesh and Word.
Apollinarius's theory falls into the danger of interchang¬
ing the divinity and humanity of Jesus Christ at every point.
The divinity that so absolutely united to human flesh would
be weakened. The humanity with no mind, only divine flesh,
2
would be less than- human. And the question of how to give
the adequate account of the person of our Lord which accomodated
not only the divine Logos but also the human soul or will
remains unsolved.
1 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.289-295-
2. Wiles, Fathers, p.70.
10. Nestorius
Nestorius (d. ca. A.D.), a student of Theodore, of
- •: t •
the Antiochene tradition, opposed Theotokos, the saying that
Mary was the mother of God. He said that God cannot have a
- ,-it !• •
mother. Thereby some thought that he split the God-man into
two different Persons when he asserted that Mary bore a mere
man. Actually what he conceptualized was that the two natures
of :Jesus Christ remained unchanged and distinct in the union.
He perceived that the impossible Word could not have been
changed during the Incarnation, and it was very important that
Christ should have lived a real human life of temptation and
suffering. If our Lord's humanity had been fused with or dom¬
inated by the divine Word, His genuine human experience would
have been impossible. The two natures should each have its
own prosopon (i.e. its external form) and its hypostasis (i.e.
concrete subsistence). The two distinct elements, or ousiai,
Godhead and manhood, completely upited in Jesus Christ in one
Person. This union is not hypostatic nor natural, but
' t ;
voluntary. It is a prosopon union, since each of the two
natures has its own prosopon as well as the prosopon of union.
The prosopon of union is different from the prosopon of the
Word or of the humanity, but is the result from the union of
the two natures. Thus the Godhead in Christ was not altered
into human nature, not the humanity deified, and the incarnate
Lord is indivisibly one in prosopon, while having two distinct
natures.1
Kelly concludes that Nestorius' formulation vas not Nes-
. 'V. . 1 - __
torianism in the classical sense„ Nestorius never meantthat
Christ's humanity was a distinct Person, but only it was; ' •• ' ' , .•. • i• . ' -V. • - ! , . .
objectively real® And the idea of prosopon of union was an
adequate expression for the unity of Godhead and manhood®
The actual problem of Nestorius was the inadequate explanation
of what was constituted in Christ's Person® While denying the
Word as the principle of Jesus Christ, he used only the purely
external concept of prosopon of union. Nestorius failed
to treat the problem of our Lord's Person at a deeper level
than the level of psychology, though he wanted to avoid the
idea that Jesus Christ was only the ordinary man inspired
by the Word by the harmony of will and by divine favour, he
actually could not give an idea of a concrete and genuine
unity between the two natures of Christ®
T.1. Cyril
' '1 ' ' , 1 ' • • ' ' : .J
Cyril (d. kkk A.D.), patriarch of Alexandria, opposed
Nestorius' attack on Theotokos, which presupposed a merely
external combination of the Word und an ordinary man. Cyril
accepted the meaning of nature which the Antiochenes proposed
as a concrete assemblage of characteristics or attributes.
However, he preferred to use phusis (nature) as the concrete
individual or independent existent. Hence phusis was used
1 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.311-16.
2 Ibid., pp.3l6f.
. ' t ' ,
synonymously as hypostasis Adopting the Word-flesh approach,
Cyril held that the Word embodied in the Incarnation, but
•4
. , . • - • • I ' ' »
the Word remained unchanged from vhat lie had been. By flesh
he meant humanity in its fullness, including a rational soul.
Biit he insisted that the humanity of Jesus Christ war; concrete,
1
and as real as the divinity.
He viewed the Antiochene saying of a conjunction by a
harmony of wills or upon good pleasure and the analogy of
indwelling to be all artificial and external. The union was
absolutely real, it was a natural and hypostatic union,
the nature or hypostasis of the Word, that is, the concrete
being of the Word, being truly united to human nature, without
any change or confusion, is understood to be, and is, one
I ' 2 ' ~: • ' '
; Christ. The body of Jesus Christ was that of the Word, not
I ' • ' - ,'' • : ' • 'II • ' •
of a man. Jesus Christ's humanity never existed at any stage
!' . : ' ' I ,!j c . ' ' ' ' ..
as the man, but it belonged to the Word from the moment ofj '•. • ' • ; ' ' ...... , , ' ' - . •. •j| . ' ' • • ... -
its conception in Mary's womb. But despite the absolute union,
there was no confusion or mixing of the two natures, they
v . • •• ' . I
remained distinct, and each participated in the properties of
the other. The Word did not suffer in His own nature, but He
suffered as incarnate.
'
1 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.7-323-
2 Cited from Kelly, Doctrines, p.320.
12. Eutyches
Eutyches (d.5 A.D.) was at that time condemned of
r . ' ' , ' • r, •
holding Docetic form of monophysitism, asserting that the
humanity of Jesus Christ was totally absorbed by His divinity.
! '• . |. - K. i '
His actual viewpoint was hard to determined. He denounced
the saying of two natures in the Incarnate Lord, who vas
born from the Virgin and was at once perfect God and perfect
- • ft
man. :His flesh did not come from heaven but was not consub-
stantial with us. His body is the body of God, not of a man.
He had two natures only before the Incarnation, but after the
union only one nature. Therefore Eutyches was attacked
historically for refecting the idea consubstantial with us,
which implied Christ's humanity was only docetic. And his
teaching of the one- nature after the union inferred that either
of the two natures must have been fused into a tertium quid,
or the human nature must have been absorbed by the divine
nature. Actually,- as Kelly points out, Eutyches was no
Docetist or Appollinarian, he only wanted to defend the unity
of Christ and opposed any attempts to divide Him. He explicit¬
ly affirmed the reality and totality of the manhood of our
Lord. He vas afraid of the Nestorian implication that the
humanity was just an ordinary individual vhom the Word
assumed, that Christ's humanity was consubstantial vith us.
He denied the two natures which would mean two separate
concrete existences.
1 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.330-333
13. The Latin Fathers
Except Tertullian, the Vestern Latin Fathers contributed
little to Christological questions. But their viewpoints- were
not unimportant as in the case of Pope Leo's Tome, which had
substantial influence on the Chacedonian Formulation. Let us
see some of their arguements. Hilary of Poitiers held that
the two natures of Christ vere united in one Person, two
natures in one unity. Each nature was complete, a rational
soul was in the humanity (in reply to Arian assertion that
our Lord's emotions were sufferings of the Logos). The Person
of the Incarnate was identical with the Person of the Word.
Self-emptying was accepted, but this did not mean that Word
abandoned any of His powers. The human experiences and emo-
tions of Jesus Christ were genuine, but unnatural to Him,
since His body was not really ea'rthly but heavenly, and Pie
had to make a concession by His free will to. yield to human
-experiences. And Transfiguration and the walking on the sea
. r
were not sheer miraculous to'the heavenly body of Christ.
1
Hence there was a substantial Docetic strain in Hilary's idea.
Ambrose was even closer to Latin Christological tradi¬
tion. He asserted that our Lord had both natures in one and
the same subject (in. eodem), the twin substances ... of
2
divinity and flesh. He insisted on the sharp distinction
1 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.33f.
2 Ibid., p.336.
between the two natures, and the communicatio.. idiomatum.
. ' ' ' ' . '
The Lord was crucified, because participating in both natures,
- 1 v'L '. ' ' W,iw :
He suffered in human nature. e
Similarly, Augustine (33-30 A.D.) held that Christ is
one Person of twofold substance. The humanity was absolutely
. . . . , V . ' • ' i •• • . .. . - I :
real, including a rational human soul, which provided the
union of the' Word and the flesh. The human nature of Jesus
Christ was spoken of as the man, assuming the relative
independence of the humanity that never existed separately
from the Word. The two natures were united in one Person, the
Person of the Word. Because of such union, there was a
communication of the properties of the divine nature to the
2
human (communicatio idiomatum).
There was nothing new in Leo's Christology in his Tome«
There was one Person between the' Incarnate and the Word. The
self-emptying did not weaken the 'Word's povers. The two
natures in union did not mix of confuse with each other. The
two natures acted as separate principles vhile always in
harmony. And the unity of the Person implied the legitimacy
3
of the communicatio idiomatum.
1 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.333f
2 Ibid., pp.33of.
3 Ibid., p.337.
1km The Council of Chalcedon
The Council was -held in , with six hundred bishops
and three Papal Legates, and two representatives from Latin
Africa. This wqs the largest Christological council and the
most important one in the history of Christianity, according
' iff Li' 1
to Dermot A. Lane. The new emperor -wanted to have a unity
J;.' . • ' • - ' . 1 • • ' .• ' . ' •
of faith throughout the empire, but the majority of the dele-
gates objected to formulating a new creed. But at last, in
addition to accepting the Nicen Creed as the standard of ortho¬
doxy, and the creed of the Council of Constantinople, Cyril's
two Letters and- Leo's Tome were canonized, and a formal con-
e ' ' ' • ' ' . • ; ... ' • ' •' s ' ' • ' . •. . '• . .. . ' - • . ' • - • ; . •_ • s
fession of faith was formulated.
The accepted Definition paid equal attention to both the
unity and to the duality in Jesus Christ. Besides the formula
one prosopon and one hypostasis, there was the insistence
9 X • '. . • . . • • ' ' •
that Christ remains without division, without separation.
Although without any explicit affirmation of the reality of
Christ's manhood, the Definition stated that the Word as
Incarnate exists in two natures, without confusion, without
change, without division, without separation. Natural
union was rejected, vhile hypostasis and prosopon were used
2
to express the oneness of the Person. Lane describes
1 Lane, Reality, pp.106f.
2 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.338-3-1 •
the Definition as a synthesis® It did not offer;a solution
to the various Christological questions that were raised at
- „ -•••
that t irne . It dif-f er en t iate d be t toe en natur e and person, 't:;e
former denoting' the human and divine aspects in Jesus Christ
. .. ' • - ) • . ' ' • . '• . •
V - , , - ' ' ' . ' . . ' . . •' • . -
while the latter linked with hypostasis therefore indicating
the concrete singular individuality of Jesus. But this dis¬
tinction was not complete, although useful. Hence Chalcedon
was only a beginning.
On the other hand, Kelly remarks that Chalcedon vas the
triumph of the Western, and with it of the Antiochene Christo-
logy® The council endorsed the Antiochene formula Mtwo natures
and Leo's Tome, but rejected hypostatic union. The Defini¬
tion neglected the essential features of Cyril's teaching
of the oneness of Christ and of the identity of the Person of
i ; - • s • • . . ' » • f' . '
the Incarnate Lord with that of the Logos, this vas what the
y !' . : • ' • : '• - • ' . . : , 1 ' ' . 1 J . . 1: - -. I. ~ ' i
V=-t I : . , 1 '
Antiochenes failed to clarify. However, the theological dif¬
ferences between Cyril and Leo vas not great. For example,
. y
. - • • •' % ' • t
Cyril accepted speaking of the two natures without dividing
the one Christ® He preferred to say one nature in order to
safeguard against the Nestorian heresy. And as the council
formally denounced this heresy, Cyril.was actually accepted
silently. Therefore the Antiochene Christology, though vitor-
ous at Chalcedon, was influenced and modified by the Alexandrian
teaching.1
1 Lane, Reality, pp.106f.
2 Kelly, Doctrines, pp.31f-
CHAPTER II
TEMPLE'S PHILOSOPHICAL UNDERSTANDING OF
THE UNIVERSE, MAN, AND GOD
A„ Process and Personality
UP- The Structure of reality consists of several levels or
grades emerging in the World-Process, of which the highest
one is persona]..ity.
1
1. Pro.cess, Mind, and Value
Man is able to apprehend the world. He arose within the
World-Process. The physical world existed before the apprehen¬
sion of it by him.
The four levels occurring in the World-Process are:
Matter, Life, Mind, and Spirit. Each is one episode in that
process. Actually there is no discontinuity between among
them; they all appear in a continuous process. Matter is
basic to everything else since it exists before all. It re¬
presents the in-organic world, characterized by physical and
chemical action and reaction.
On the level of life self-movement is evident. This is
exhibited even in the vegetable world:
As we pass from the purely physical and chemical
world to the vegetable world, we find the beginnings
of self-motion in the phenomenon of growth. There
is in the Vegetable a principle which determines its
reaction to environment, so that from the same soil
and the same water two plants draw the nourishment
of quite different forms of foliage and the like. 2
The self-motion is more explicit in the animal world.
1 This is a summary of Jack F. Padgett, The Christian Philo¬
sophy of William Temple (Netherlands: The Hague, 197), pp.67-71.
MM -; ; - ' - •
2 CV, p.51.
j.;- . . 1 • •
In the material world is a sphere of efficient causation,
but the distinctive feature of life is determination by the
- 1
attraction of, and responsiveness to, apparent good
The organisms not only have motions by their own, but
V . ' -- ' ~ . • - - ' , .. . • ••x. . '
also can decide for themselves the alternatives towards their
goals. This is the appearance of Mind.
The organisms reach the level of Spirit when they make
choices of the directions by appreciation of what is good.
The distinctive feature of spirit is that the animal acts
for a felt obligation which is highest in the sharing of
love. The unique element in personality is evident in the
transition from mind to spirit:
The main point is that Mind may be chiefly, or
indeed wholly, concerned with the finding of means
to fixed ends, whereas Spirit (the distinctive ele¬
ment of Personality) appears in the choice between
ends, which is made possible by the capacity of
Mind for free ideas. 2
Therefore the self-initiative of the organism becomes perfect
with the emergence of Spirit.. Although Spirit is the last in
the temporal sequence, it is the first in significance. And
Matter, though the first to appear, is of least importance.
This is because the lower finds its accomplishment in the
higher; but the lower is necessary for the realization of the
higher. .
The significance of mind is that it initiates activity,
while Matter can only respond to stimuli making inertia
available, this is the chief difference between Matter and
1 NMG, p.?8._




2e Personality as a Metaphysical Principle of Explanation
Why do the four levels of Matter, Life, Mind, and Spirit,
and especially the latter two, appear? Temple finds the
explanation in the purposive willo He said:
The only explanation of the Universe that would
really explain it, in the sense of providing to the
question why it exists an answer that raised no
further question, would be the demonstration that
it is the creation of a Will which in the creative
act seeks an intelligible good. 3
If the universe, for Temple, is to be intelligible, it must
be the creation of a living God; since the explanation of
k
the universe is in a purpose grounded in a will.
Since the World-Process is a totality of its own, and
matter, life, mind, and spirit all occur within that process ,
therefore the totality of experience includes both matter
'• • ' ... •
and mind.
But we start with the totality of experience in which
Mind is one given element; and we refuse to reduce
Matter to any state of Mind or consciousness just
as much as we refuse to reduce Mind to any combina¬
tion of Matter. 3 '
From the start mind aspires towards value which is actua¬
lized when mind finds satisfaction in certain aims, therefore
fact and value occur together in the World-Process just as
»•«
- matter and mind do. But value can give rise to fact. There¬
fore it is the due to the explanation of the totality which
1 NMG, pp.7-75 and CV, pp.5-6.
2 Padgett, Temple, pp.. 7—79-
3 CV, p.72.
k Ibid., p.9-
S NMG, p.217. -
1
includes both fact itself. - Thereby Temple concludes that
Mind is the principle of unity in Reality, or at least the
Y ' 2
fullest expression of that principle known to us
Since there is a subjective factor in the actualization
of-value in the World-Process, so the universe is grounded
in Mind determined by the value good. The purpose of the -
universe is to serve as a medium for the expression of value,
and the beings which are produced are able to share in this
value. Symbolism is thus the supreme philosophical princi¬
ple. The universe exists to reveal the goodness of God so
, • • • - - • • - •' ' ' •_ ... . -'• ; ' ..•••' , . . y.
far as it evolves intelligences capable of receiving the
3
revelation.
Thus vie see that the World-Process is best understood in
terms of personality (self-determination by reference to
' if.
apprehended good ), which is the highest level of reality
revealed in the process and offers the best principle for
the process®
if' ' . '• •
.1 NMG, pp.2l8f.
2 Ibid., p.219.





1• The Union of Matter and Mind in Man
'X ,
In man, all of the four levels of Matter, Life, Mind
and Spirit are present as a unity,, Hence man is the full¬
est expression of reality in the evolutionary process®
In our bodies we belong to the physical, chemical,
vegetable, and animal worlds; these bodies are
largely directed by our minds of intelligences; our
minds are capable of being directed by spirit, or
in other words, of exerting themselves in the ful¬
filment of obligation 2 i ,
Thus man is a psycho-physical organism, matter and mind are
combined in him. Consciousness of man is itself man's total
nature® Then we see that body and mind are one, mind is the
. . ' • • '' ' . ' j
principle of control, and the body is the medium through
3
which mind operates.
The problem of personal identity may be viewed fromJ
three ways: (1) There is the unity of physical organism itself.
The Ego or Self manifests itself through the organism, which
is a single whole of many experiences and activities. But% •
it maintains its identity and distinctness from other organ¬
isms. (2) There is the unity in the psychic life. (3) The
third unity is only potential. When all different impulses
of a persoanltiy are in harmony to a good purpose, the true
-personal unity is fulfilled. In summary, Temple says:




So a man is one person partly because his body is
one, partly because his soul is a distinguishable
group of psychic forces which can only be all active
so-far as they combine, but most of all because, there
is possible for hinj a unity which it is his life's
business to achieve. In achieving it he reveals the
full nature, not only of his psychic endowment, but
also of the bodily organism which is its physical
basis, ,1
1 CV, p.68,
2. Difference Between Personal and Sub-Personal
The classification into Thing, Brute, and Person helps
to clarify the meaning of personality® The categories cor-
• ' ' - S
respond to the struture of reality that Temple offers, that
is, Thing corresponds to matter, Brute to life, and Person
to mind and spirit. Of course, none of these is the exact
description of an entity, there are only generalizations.
They, are distinguishable in the level of conscious aware-
' ' . . «' ' -V • . • •
ness, and in the degree of self-automationwhich is in con¬
trast to the external determination.
(1) A Thing. It has no significant individuality, such as
there is no significant difference between this brick and
that brick. A Thing only acts when being impelled external¬
ly. It does not have its own point of view, being control-
1 ' - i: .
led by others.
(2) A Brute. At this stage there are conscious experience
and a limited degree of self-determination. A Brute has
feelings, and therefore affected by external happenings.
Its consciousness is only confined to the present events.
It has some powers of self-motion and the ability to choose
the means of living. But it acts according only to the
present momentary sensations.
1 GV, p.50f.
(3) A Person, There are the complete self-determination and
the choice of goals at the level of Person, The significant
•if vl •: r i- ' - ' . • •' .
characteristics of a Person is that he can remember his past
and anticipates in the future in addition to his participation
I '! • i
. Jv: ; j . L •
at the present. Therefore he is morally responsible for his
deeds and has certain rights. He can be a member of society
for his past-, present, and future consciousness and his
v . .. . _ -f»
ability to pursue an end which can be shared with others,
' . . . • ' r
3® Dimensions of Human Personality
Tnrli vi Hnal i tv and Sel f-determinateU •- _A. -JU. V VA-W V J w. V. — — —T» — — — -— _
Individuality is not obvious at the level of a Thing, or
• • .. • • . .. . • - - s
even a Brute® It becomes more prominent when organisms become
' i• • •••. i
more complex and becomes most prominent in men® There is a
difference between the organic growth and the personal grovth
: : f. . ' . ''. ' .
in the remembrance of past events® A man always relates his
present with the past and the future® His character, for
Temple may seem to assert, means his personality as a whole
formation in the present related with the past and the future,,
His own tastes reveal his individuality® His desires produce
the initiative® Hence, the desires, together with intellect
CA.il- CC -1. IXU. V J- Vll ir UAiVy O. C U UJ. J-iigj JwT L4..L W CJ
Will is not separated from the self. In the activity of
' y- '• . ' 7 . ' •
. • . .. ft ; -v • . -
the will, one's character is revealed, and therefore volition
• • • . ' - ' v' ' r ' ' I . ' • • ' . .
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The mass of impulses and interests in the natural man
are only raw materials, they are not to be called good or
bad in themselves. (Original sin in this meaning of the
term is rejected®) They can be shaped into what constitutes
an ideal human life. (Original sin defined in this way is
affirmed.) Therefore the first step to formation of character
o +- r nrn f V 1h n =z nabirpl ~i mpnl .c: c? _
1 Padgett, Temple, pp.87-91•
Formal freedom is characterized by one's individuality
to an act of choice, while true freedom means that all aspects
of one's self are unified into one coherent totality in making
decisions. True freedom means the liberation from internal
•j ... . .
complusion and external control.
The way to true freedom is found in a total purpose
which combines and guides one's interests, passons, and aspir¬
ations. And discipline is needed for the operation of free-
•. • ' ' f '• -
dom. For a ethically free man, his acts always coincide with
a highest purpose that motivates his entire life. Such a man
is perfectly free.
When regarded from within, the freedom not to sin
is formal only; the self-centred vill must choose
selfishly Freedom of choice is a necessary pre¬
condition of morality; but it falls short of true
spiritual freedom.
True spiritual freedom would be the state of a
man who, knowing an ideal which completely satisfies.
All aspects of his nature, always in fact conform¬
ed to it and could perfectly trust himself so to do.1
2
b. Society and the Need for Fellowship
The doctrine of original sin must not be seen as that
Adam's sin has corrupted man's nature. It means that there
is here an unquestionable bias or tendency to evil in human
3
nature.
Man has a social' instinct, which can be seen in his strong
'
motive for social approval. He cannot be cut off from the
society, since then he will not become human.' Personality
is inherently social; only in social groupings can it mature,
1 NMG, p.22.
2 Padgett, Temple, pp.91-92.
3 NMG, p.363.
1
or indeed fully exist. Other persons play an important role
in the development of one's personalityt His whole being is
a condensation of society. He is his fellow-men's experience
2
focussed in a new centre.
1 RE, p.2h6.
2 CV, p.?1.
The Idea of Personality
a Chief Characteristics of Human Personality: Purpose, Fellow-
1
ship and Love
Purpose is the basic characteristic of human personality.• • ' •••• • ! • • •• ' V •' • • . ' '• ' • •' ;
A person can identity with ideal goals through memory of the
past and the anticipation of the future« Then the full psy¬
chical unity is attained when'the impulses of conscious ex¬
perience are unified and directed towards the actualization
of the goal® True freedom thereby also is exhibited in this
purposive action. The meaning of the person is thus revealed.
A 'Person', then9~is a self-conscious and self-determining
system of experience, and human persons are in process of
achieving the complete unification of the experience which
2 .
constitutes them. The action of a person is purposeful for
achieving some goal. Since the body is the medium for the ex'-
pression of the purpose, the total being, mind and body, of
a person isunified around some goal apprehended as good.
The second feature of human personality is fellowship.
A person with an un-unified self depends on others on survival®
The regularity that his life reveals is very much influenced
by the order developed by others. : Personality only comes to
f. '•'. f .$!4 '
itself, only becomes what it is capable of being, through its
development in the reciprocal relationships of society...
1 Padgett, Temple, pp.95-97.
2 CV, p.68.
1
Personality is alvays a social product. The social char¬
acter of personality is of great importance indeed.
We love to be approved, and to be joined into fellow-
• • • ' '• • - ' v
• . • - v. • '• . : •' . ... •. - , t • - '• • • ' '• v
ship with others. Therefore a common purpose for the
interests of all is needed to satisfy the individual person, ' 1 ( p ,J . ,. . . • ' ' • .. ' . t •' ' 1 . •
and also to unite persons together in a bond of fellowship.
Furthermore, one has to give service to others in order to
fulfil himself. He has to discover the good for others while
searching the good for himself. But what is the good for
the society? The good for the realization for himself and
for others? The searching for the answer makes the third
2
aspect of personality evident.
Love is the third dimension of human personality. But
it is of highest order of importance. It is the highest
good, the nexus and dynamic of personality and society.» . v'
The ideal Christian is to be possessed by love, that is God-
possessed theologically, since God is Love. Love is social
3
and rational, not private. A man may be of a loving disposi-
tion, but he actually loves only when another person exists
k
to be the object of his love. In the community filled with
love, the unity of the self, the purpose and the goal are
revealed. The love for others causes the fullest realiza-
5
.tion of oneself.
1 Temple, Christianity in Thought and Practice (London: SCM
Press, 1936), pp.59f, cited by Padgett, Temple, p.97-
2 Padgett, Temple, p.97.
3 Joseph Fletcher, William Temple: Twentieth-Century Christian
(New York: Seabury Press, 1963), pp.53-33-
NMG, p.l65o
5 Padgett, Temple, p.97
«
1
b. Divine Personality as the Completion of Human Aspiration
Since there are many limitations in human personality,V • V . • •- „ t . , ' . J
V , — ' ' . • • : • ' V
such as limitations in intellect, emotion, freedom, self-
determaination, sacrificial love, and in the integration of
.n • • .«• . ... • . ' .
all impulses aspa unified self to pursue a purpose Temple
then says all the perfections of these human limitations
are to be found in Divine Personality, Human personality
must always be incomplete and imperfect. Only in God is
the true type of personality to be found: determined by
Himself alone, guided by His Purpose, caring for others,
At the end of the scale most remote from the
Thing we have the conception of a spiritual Being
to whom all time has a value, and to whom therefore,
in some sense, all time is present, but for whom
the future is always the governing element in time
a Being determined by Himself alone and in His
action always guided by His whole Purpose, never by
any single impulse or. caprice; a Being moreover
whose Purpose is absolutely self-less — a Being
who realizes Himself in spending Himself for others.
But this Being is the God of Christian Theology,
If, then, there is such a Being, He is the true
norm and type of Personality, 2
1 Padgett, Temple, pp.98f.
2 Nature of Personality, pp.78f, cited by Padgett, Temple,
p.98.
v . • F
C0 Divine Personality
1 o Gods Relation to the World
1
a® God as Creator
It is the Divine Will that accounts for the origin and
continuance of the world. The whole universe is grounded
2
in the ultimate Reality® Being the creator, God is personal.
The world is sustained by God, but not vice versa® God
• • . ••• • ' V 0
needs the world and persons for His personal actions.
3
b, God as an Immanent Principle of Variability
The common view about the immanence of God is that He
acts according to some established principles and about the
transcendence of God is that He possesses a reservoir of
energy to .intervene the orderly process. But such a view is
inadequate since God is personal. The true personality of a
person can only be seen in his conduct. Being immanent, God
decides at every moment the different modes of activity in
the World-Process. Hence the immanent personality exists as
a principle of variability. Thus Temple says: What a true
doctrine of divine transcedence will assert is not a reservoir
of normally unutilized energy, but a volitional as contrasted
if
with a mechanical direction of the energy utilized.




Miracles, like other events, are also the activity of
God. But not all events equally reveal God's nature.
. • ' • • v- • • I
In other words, if the immanent principle is person-
al, we must not only see the whole universe as the
expression and utterance of His activity, but must
expect to find in its course special characteristic
and revealing acts, which are,no more truly His
than the rest, but do more fully express Him than
the rest. 1
The regularity of the universe is not due to mechanical
decision, but is due to the determination of a personal Being.
r 2
c. God as the Transcendent Self-identical Person
A man is expressed in his conduct, but he is more than
that. Likewise God not only is immanent in the world but
also transcends it. God acts variably according to various
circumstances but His purpose remains unchanged. Thus being
a transcendent Being God is changeless. Padgett comments that
this view of ;trahsc.©ndency is contradictory to Temple's
view of creation. Also human purposes and not just the means
.are often changed according to external circumstances. There-
fore, Padgett says, a more radical distinction between God
3
as immanent and God as transcendent would seem to be required.
God is known only as Be reveals Himself. He is what He
is revealed to be. Men can only know the transcendent God by
the activity of the immanent Being.
1 NMG, p.296f.
2 Padgett, Temple, pp.103-10.
3 Ibid., p.103•
1,
d. God's Revelation of Himself
The entire world is the expression of God. Certain event
can reveal His character more fully than others. But these• i. • . 1 N
events are not intrusions, if so, they cannot be the expres-
sibn's of God. Bible is not itself the revelation of God,
but is the, record of events that are a unique revelation of
God. Revelation happens when the process guided by God inter¬
acts: with man guided by God. It possesses the objective side
of the happening of the events and the subjective side of the
appreciation of these events. There are no revealed truths,
but truths of revelation. Every truth has to be apprehended
and not readily made. But direct revelation by God to a man
can take place. Man encounters not truth about God but God
2
Himself in a specific revelation.
3
Padgett comments that the statement of the encounter of
God by an individual in revelation is an interpretation of
the experience held to be revelatory. So Temple's differentia¬
tion of revealed truths and 'truths revealed is not so signifi-
cant. Padgett argues that So long as one knows that he has
met 'the living God' in an experience he has had, then at
1
least that truth has been' revealed.
. , •
1 Padgett, Temple, pp.10-106.
2 NMG, p.322.
3 Padgett, Temple, p.105-
k Ibid.,:
For Temple, God's revelation in Christ makes human
life and history truly meaningful and truly worthy. It satis-
fies man's desire for meaning and need for guidancew Christ
, k. ' ' . - . . ( ,
provides a concrete revelation of Divine Personality towards
which the World-Process points.
2. A Triune God
. 1
Prnhl pm,q nnsed bv the Ideal Personality
Since man has limitations in his persoanlity, only in
God is personality fully developed. An ideal Personality is
is conceived to be one whose consciousness encompasses all
of time, who is concerned vith all mankind, who is fully self
determined, and whose will is directed towards the expression
of love and the growing of mutual love among men. How can
such a Personality know everthing and also sacrifice Himself
for the world through acts of love? So He must know the vic¬
tory of good over evil and endure the necessary suffering.
But these experiences are incompatible in human experience.
The doctrine of trinity should not be conceived as the solu¬
tion to the problem of the Divine Personality, but the confes-
. % J
sion of man's experience towards God. Temple does not accept
the saying that there are three individuals, or three centres
of consciousness in the divine Godhead. He does not use the
V • j, .
term personality in the same way that person is employed
2
in the trinitarian formula three persons in one God. The
differences among the three persons are in the distinctive
qualities of each of them. But these,differences are not
mixed in one consciousness as in human experience.
1 Padgett, Temple, pp.107-108.
2 Nature of Personality, pp.99-100, cited by Padgett,
Temple, p.107®
. ' ;
Can there be novelty while God is omniscient? Or would
there be no real novelty since all is predestinated? Temple
' : T ' O- - ; - • ' -• ' . . , ... . '•
reminds us that the present experience is affected by the past
and the future® Hence novelty is actually part of the crea-
N • •
tive experience itself,, Temple hereby declares that there is
novelty in the world while God is omniscient®
1
b® The Trinity as the Simultaneous Activity of God
God is Father, and the ground of all; on Him God the Son
depends, who is manifested as the logos creating and control¬
ling the universe® Lastly, dependent upon both Father and~
Son, is God as Holy Spirit, expressed as the activity, the
power by which God's purpose is effected®
The clue to God's nature and activity is the Incarnation®
God's activity in the world is to win men's love® Creation,
Redemption, Sanctification, constitute the experience from
2
which the doctrine of the Trinity arises, In God there are
3
not three centres of consciousness but a triplex consciousness.
v ' - . . .
The difference of each is felt by man in his different exper-
ences with Godhead® The complexity of God's personality
finds its unity in activities and relations. This view of God
is close to the modal theory of the trinity® However, Temple
sees God as operative simultaneously in all three activities,
not acting in three successive modes® This conception is
1 Padgett, Temple, pp.108-111.
2 Nature of Personality, p.111, cited by Padgett, Temple, p.109.
3 Ibid®, p.112.
also distinct from Sabellius' modalism.
Temple refects the two-nature theory of Jesus in which
• . . . ,i.. • s. . . . : ' • . ' .1 • . . .
two centres of consciousness co-exist. He also objects to
the view that Jesus' conscious self is human while his sub-
•v •. i .' , - H :• • '• ' .... 7 .
conscious is divine,, Temple proposes that The Form of His
1
consciousness is Human, the content is Divine. The rela¬
tion of God and Man in Christ can be described as a union of
will, if will denotes the total personality organized for
action. The best expression of the union is that in Christ
God and Man are personally one; the Person of the Man Christ
2
Jesus is God the Son. And Padgett observes that this meane
in Jesus Christ is expressed the fulfilment of the levels oi
reality which the process has disclosed, revealing both what
'7 - : v : - 3
God is like and what man would be like.
Temple holds that in eternal mode God vas always what... .i . . r V.
Jesus revealed Him, but in temporal mode God's nature is
'y.
enriched by the real experience of sacrificial love. Thus
Incarnation does not make Him different but it does not
leave him unaffected. It seems for Temple that what was
actual for God as Eternal Being became in Christ temporally
actual for both God and man. But it is difficult for man
to conceive such a view. God is in Christ hence He is
affected by what historically happened to Jesus. But
1 Nature of Personality, p.116, n.1, cited by Padgett,
Temple, p.110.
2 CV, p.19.
3 Padgett, Temple, p.110.•
k CV, p.149.
Temple does not clarify how God is to be self-sufficient and
also directly active in a real process in which novelty occurs,
as Padgett -points out.
Changes occur everywhere and time is a significant
factor in this process. But what explains this process can¬
not itself alter and therefore must be timeless. The activi¬
ty of God or the fulfilment of His purpose is in the time pro¬
cess meaningful is timeless. And Padgett comments that Temple
' ' - . i - . .
falls back into the soul-substance view of Personality which
he has rejected.




THE CHRISTOLOGY OF TEMPLE
A. The Person of Jesus Christ
1 The Manhood of Jesus Christ
Temple stressed heavily the genuine manhood of Jesus
Christo He was really the historical person who was one of us®
The life He lived on earth was a real human life, subject to
... • ' ' • • ' . • • . . V • . . . . y .
all limitations that are the lot of humanity, and subject to
all temptations ... He grew in knowledge as He grew in stature,
1
and learnt by the same processes by which other men learn®11
Temple is aware of the danger of not recognizing our Lord as
'
genuine human being, it is that He really existed as one of
2
us that the Incarnation was a reality and not a sham.
2. Jesus Christ the Inclusive Humanity
In Temple's mind, human solidarity is very important.
3
For Temple, each man is a focussing point for Reality as
%
seemed from him, he is very much influenced by his fellow-
men in becoming what he is. This mankind or Humanity is a
close-knit system of mutually influencing units. Temple
visualized Jesus Christ is Man, in the most real sense
5
Christ is not only a man; He is Man. Jesus Christ is de¬






since what occurred at the Incarnation was not merely the• • •• • ; • • • •' ... . i . • - , . , ...... . •• • . ..
addition of another unit to the system of mutually influencing
units, it was the inauguaration of a new system of mutual in-
• y . • . • - - .' • ;• y . • . . .• s
fluence, destined to become, here or elsewhere, universally
1
dominant. ;
The significance of the Incarnation is that not just
Jesus Christ as a man was added to Humanity, but that Jesus
Christ the Man, the Second Adam, a new Humanity, had come
to the world, our humanity was raised to an entirely higher
2
level, to a level of His own. This is accomplished not by
an infusion of an alien 'nature', but by the spiritual process
3
of mutual influence and love that calls forth love0 There
is a hint that Temple does not like to say our Lord is a man
being infused by divine naturea The conception of infusion
of divine nature may not be the good model for stressing the
great influence of Jesus Christ, and to say that He is actually
a new Humanity is a better one-
• • .
For Temple, Jesus Christ is Man inclusively. He is a human•. » t • :-.y •• ••• •' N % {
k
being as well as an all-inclusive Personality. He is the
5
human race, corporately and prospectively® I'or we see in
Him what is the purpose of God to accomplish in all men, and
what God is accomplishing through Him and by means of Him.. - , •••• ' _ • . . ' . . ' ' ' ' - ;




k WT L L, p.6p.
5 AC, p.78.
6 Ibid.
D. M. Baillie, commenting on Moberly's idea that Christ
• . ;• ' : ' • . '' ... ••, ;
is Man, but not a man, says that While 'God' is not a
common noun but a proper name, the word 'man' is simply and
• • • - •' . s
purely a common noun; so that, while to speak of Jesus as
ra;G:od' is nonsense from a Christian point of view, it is equally
nonsense to say that He is 'Man unless we mean that He is a
man. 'Man5 in any 'inclusive5 sense can only mean either the
whole' human, race or human nature, which in itself is an abs-
tration.
On the other hands, Temple points out that there is no
such thing as human nature apart from all individual beings
2
It is an abstract universal.- The human nature which is not
fully individual is not perfect human nature. Thus if Jesus
3
Christ vas truly Man, then He was also a man. Therefore
Temple objects to the view that Christ assumed the nature ofl 4
all of us, and by His Incarnation we are united to God in Him.
This union is incomplete, as this involves not only believers
but also non-believers. Jesus Christ is not Human Nature
itself united to.the Word of God, as this would regard Him not
as a man among men, but to make Him as an example only, and
the Human Nature taken by Jesus Christ would be regarded as
V q
something existing independently, in which everyone shares.
'Thus Temple dislikes the notion of regarding Jesus Christ
1 Do M. Baillie, God was in Christ (London: Faber, 1958) p.87.
2 cv, p.151;214.
3 AC, P.?6.
if CV, p. 151.
5 Ibid., p.137.
taking the Human Nature for he is afraid of the mechanical
: • _ - ' • • • 'l. . s •
and universal efficacy of the Incarnation — everyone can
share the benefit of the Incarnation not matter who he is.
He also avoids the danger of seeing Jesus not a historical
person who did really exist as we do.
Humanity is a real thing, it is a unit and not a mere
grouping., It. is a close-knit system of mutually influenc¬
ing units® Hence the humanity of each of us is impersonal
in this sense, and the greater the man, the more personal
is his humanity® Thus our Lord's humanity is personal, not
impersonal
3® God Directs the Life of Jesus Christ
Temple's interpretation of Incarnation is based on his
view of the grades of reality. He sees that when Life
• • 2 . ' .
supervenes upon Matter, it does not lead to any contradic-
tion of scientific laws. When Mind supervenes upon the
living thing, it takes direction and causes the agent's
conduct. Thus when God supervenes upon humanity9 we do
not find a human being taken into fellowship with God, but
acting through the conditions supplied by humanity.
Temple says that this does not mean the infusion of deity in-
to humanity but the genuine union of deity and humanity.
He further says that ve see the Human life and infer the
divine Person; but the Person controls and directs the
2




inspired, but God living a -human life. He does not intend
to suggest any idea of docetism, he only wants to point out
thatin Jesus Christ it is God who takes the priority, controls
-• : . , . . s
and directs the human life of Jesus Christ. Likewise when
! . • 2
Temple speaks of in Jesus Christ God lived a human life
or Jesus Christ is God manifested under the conditions of
humanity, he means that God acts in the Jesus Christ's
humanity rather than suggests that the Incarnate Jesus was
God who took the human form.
For Temple, the structure of Heality consists of many
grades, of which the high require the lower for their existence,
and the lover find their completion only if they are possessed
3
by the higher. It follows that man will reveal his true
»
nature only when he is indwelt by vhat is higher than him.
• • ' . • . - V • -Ts :
And this is done in fullest degree when he is possessed by
the Highest. The Highest uses what is lower to manifest
Himself. Likewise in Jesus Christ God lived on earth a human
' . 1 ... .. . - ' •
life. Hence we find in Jesus Christ one adequate represen¬
tation of God, and one adequate representation of Man in his
truest nature.
1 . CV, p.139.
2 Ibid., p.127; 139.
3 Ibid., p.92.
k Ibid., p.1.
However, the Incarnation is beyond our understanding
since we cannot understand the levels of reality that are
higher than our own We cannot find solutions to problems
1
arising from belief in the Incarnation
• r' v-.- 'v . i ,
1 CV. td . 1 59.
4-. The Lop:os in Jesus Christ
For Temple, the very nature of God is to reveal. The. .. . 'v.
Logos (the Word) is the means by which the mind reveals to
1 2
other. He is Self-revelation. He is present and active
everywhere . Temple points out that it was the Word of God,
the Second. Person of the Godhead who was incarnate in Jesus
Christ® He says, it is God in one of the three Persons or, '• t : '
- • , ...' ' ' ' fi. • .
centres of His one spiritual Being who is incarnate, and
that one which though co-equal in glory is derivative and
not primary. However, since God is one, it is not part
5
of God, but God in His fullness who is incarnate thus.
Vhat does His fullness mean? This does not mean the total
Being of Godhead, this is certainly not Temple's idea (since
he strongly objects to Keno'sis), this means that in Jesus
Christ we see all the divine attributes of God, He is the
expression in human language of the absolute Godhead; His
character reveals the character of God„ Temple points out
that it was not Jesus who pre-existed, but God the Son,
the Word of God by whom all things come. The Word of God
who is always God became also Man — not ceasing to be God
the while. For the Incarnation was effected '.not by con¬






. 6 FMT, p.110..
into God.''' Therefore, the Vord of God dwelt in the flesh
'
during the Incarnation, but not ceasing to be God the while,
indicating that not all of the Vord of God is in the Incarnatej. ' • • r , 1 ; • !v. . . - ' ... , .. v
Christ but is working also in other places.
But in another place Temple writes clearly that The
Word did not merely indwell a human being. Absolute identity
' i ' ; - -v . ... ; v • '• '•I '• - , . - t i •
is asserted,. The Word is Jesus; Jesus is the Vord ... The whole
2
of.Him, flesh included, is the Word, the self-utterance, of God.
Then we see that in Temple's mind Jesus is exactly identical
with the Word of God. If the absolute identity means self-
identity or identity through time, this would lead to some
kind of mythology. How can the second Person of God be
absolutely identical to a human person? Temple does not
answer this clearly. Most probably he means that it is not
self-identity or identity through time of the Word with Jesus
Christ, it is not all of the Word that vas incarnate, but
Jesus Christ reveals fully vhat the Word is, since he says
against Kenosis, The Second Person of the Blessed Trinity
was no less in heaven during the period of the earthly
ministry than either before or after it, what ve see as we
watch the life of Jesus-is the very life of heaven — indeed
3
of God — in human expression.
Temple denies that in speaking of the God the Son (Vord





the Babe in the manger, a duality of Person in Him is
implied He says that there are eternal mode (eternal per¬
fection) and - temporal mode (progressive realization) in the
Godhead. And the Word of God i.s essentiality temporal, but
1
also everlasting and eternal. Thereby Temple manages to
clarify there is one Person in the Divine Word. The Word
who is temporarily in the Incarnate Jesus is also the Eter¬
nal Word who is the Second Person of the Divine Godhead
5® Unity of God and Man in Jesus Christ
The Incarnate life, for Temple, is the very life of
2
God, it is both human and divine in every detail. There
3
are two Wills in Jesus Christ, one divine and one human.
Temple perceives the unity of God and Man in Christ is a
k
unity of Vill . He chooses Will as the locus of unity of
divinity and humanity in Jesus Christ since the main purpose
of the Incarnation, as he says, is to reveal God, to reveal
His Love, and Willis the whole being of a person organized
g '
for action , the Will and the whole Being of our Lord are
one Would then the human Will be lost due to such union?
Temple says, there are two Wills in the Incarnate in the
t.- . ••
sense that His human nature comes through struggle andif g • . .
1 CV, p.281.





effort to an ever deeper union with the Divine in complete-
1
ness of self-sacrifice.'1 He also says, in the struggle with
temptation the human will or person is at once manifesting
and approximating to the Will of God... Hence it is in the
. ' . . . •
struggle for deeper union with God, and not in the decision
for action, that two Wills become distinguishable.
Let us look at the other way of Temple's saying of the
union of God and Man in JesusChrist. He assumes that Will
2
and personality are ideally interchangeable terms. There¬
fore we can speak of the union of Vill as the union of per¬
sonality. Temple points out that there is real human person¬
ality in Jesus .Christ, but it is subsumed in the divine
personality, it does not exist side by side vith the divine
personality. Hence we see what Temple means is that there
are human and divine Wills and personalities in Jesus Christ
but the former is so subsumed into the latter that the out¬
come is a perfect union that no more discrete human and divine
Wills or personalities are t'o be discerned. Furthermore,
Temple thinks that in speaking of union of divine and human
Wills in JesusChrist would not be a perfect model. He reminds
us that by our human experience Will does not cover our whole3... .2 • • • ' ' • -' '' • ' »
b





that it is better to describe the unity of divinity and human¬
ity in Jesus Christ as in Christ God and Man are personally
% .... ' • .
2
one; the Person of the Man Christ Jesus is God the Son. It
is different in meaning to the term Hypostasis, which does
not contain any of the qualities or activities of the being
concerned and only differentiaties different attributes from
different beings. But a 'Person' is a self-conscious and
•: h
self-determining system of experience Thus avoiding the
• ' . . . y • -- .
usage of Hypostasis, Substance etc., Temple seems to
view the union of God and Man in Christ not in terms of
the union of two natures, but the function or activity of
God in Jesus Christ. Elsewhere he says, If Jesus Christ
5
performs the acts of God then Jesus Christ is God ... ;
The words of Christ are works of God. No man can do God's
work; only God can do that. But God can indwell a man and
work through him ... ; and ... when God supervenes upon
humanity, we do not find a human being taken into fellowship
%
with God, but God acting through the conditions supplied by
humanity. All these sayings give one the impression that
Temple stresses the functional side rather than the ontolo-








B. The Work of Jesus Christ
1. Human Sins
v ' • S ' - . '
Temple sees self-centredness as one form of egocen-
. ' - .. ... • , • v
1
tricity which is the essence of sin. The animal is also
• • • ••• '
i, .V--• ••.' . • L • ,! • . • 1 V _
self-centred, but without being self-assertive, since its
consciousness is not self-distinguishing and self-seeking
2
consciousness But as the consciousness becomes self-
consciousness, man chooses the ends to pursue, then self-
• : 3
centredness becomes, self-assertion. Even love itself may
be self-centred, and leads to group egoism, for example,
k
familyselfishness, unless it is rooted in the love of God.
Besides being self-centred, we are also influenced by cor¬
porate sins and social sins, we are conditioned by the
evils of the society. Furthermore, we sometimes also com-
3
mit sins deliberately against God.
2 Salvation and the Redemptive Vork of Christ
The essential characteristic of salvation is conver-
• %
sion, the substitution of the Spirit of the whole for the
spirit of the particular self in the control of all life,
and this involves self-sacrifice. Self-sacrifice is the





5 Joseph Fletcher, Temple, pp.77f.
1
the price for salvation, it is the salvation.
Monasticism is condemned to be a false method for self-
sacrifice, it ignores our worldly responsibilities and' .... • _ v
praises self-sacrifice for selfish reasons. To abandone
onue's responsibilities for the sake of salvation is self-
contradictory, since this is a selfish search for unselfish-
2
ness.
-Temple comments that the Abeladian theory is pure
subjective and a more objective theory is required. Is
the Atonement accomplished althogether outside us, or it is
something done for us, that we could not do for ourselves?
These two are compatible, but not identical. We could never
accomplish our own Atonement, it is done for us, and is
3
accomplished in us. By the Love of God on Calvary that
became fully manifest and. gained power to redeem the
Atonement was completed. This is the objective side of the
Atonement. But the Atonement in the sense of complete
salvation is not complete until we responds to the Love of
God and answers it. The past event has its significant
meaning too which should not be ignored, this is of same
importance as the change of one's will at the present and
A





and the great influence of his love.
From Him a new influence goes forth, the attractive
power and,compelling appeal of perfectly holy love,
expressed in the human fashion that calls forth
sympathy• 1
'Temple sees this moral influence is a sufficient saving
power, for he sees the sympathy as !,a real union of
personalities throuth an.experience in which both share, it
is always a true atonement. Jesus Christ's power of love
' '' '• ' ' ' • 0
is the counterpart of divine action in men. It is not of
3
totally different kind of divine action.
Man's impulse towards progress and perfection is not
complete by nature, unless it arises in response to the Divine
Love manisfested concretely in human life, which evokes
sympathy and hence causes the perfection of human impulse.




But the response should be full. Men are free in
• i %
order to choose the good for themselves. Discipleship should
%
be freely chosen and freely maintained.
Not only free, for in man's response to the divine love,
he is both free and enslaved at the same time, he is the
willing slave. This God attracts people without overrid-






6 GV, p.219. -
direct my action to please a friend, my conduct is determinec
' - ' ' ' . ' ' f ' ' • , • . .. •
by his pleasure, but there is 110 sort of conduct in which I
1
am so supremely conscious of utter freedom. Thereby His
2
slavery is perfect freedom.
j ' •' • - • .. .. • ' '
;: The importance of freedom is t_o be seen as that there is
a real antagonism of God against the sinner, not just the sin
he commits. There is an oppostion of the will of the sinner
and- the -Will of God. Therefore there can be no forgiveness,
no restoration of relationship, if one's will is not turned
3
towards God's Will. Hence we see that God save the sinners
from their sins, not just from the punishment of their sins.
Atonement is not a transference of penalty, it involves the
Zf
conformity of our wills towards God's.
Temple does not believe that the wicked should be pun¬
ished in order to become good. He sees that fear of penaltyft
may keep us away of evil deeds, but cannot change our sinful
desires. Retributive punishment is always either non-moral
or immoral; a man has moral;evil in him, and. you add physical
evil; what is.the good of doing tnat? The infliction of
physical evil is of course justifiable if it is for the cur¬










Temple does not mean that therefore we can do away with
punishment, as it is to be involved with true forgiveness®
• 'V . - • . ...
'We ask for forgiveness but not for remission of punishment;
we ask for the restoration of the former relationship vith
- -. 1
God. Moreover, Temple asserts that Christian doctrine should
start with the conception of holy love® The doctrine of the
Atonement is not concerned vith the wrath of God that has
been quenched by the atoning sacrifice of Jesus Christ.
He says avowedly,
Keeping a steady hold, on the Love of God as our
all-sufficient principle, and. making a wise use of
the conception and of Personality and Evolution
which play so large a part in our modern thought,
we shall be able to catch more of the meaning of
the revelation of God in Christ than was possible,
perhaps, in earlier times. 3 •
Therefore he affirms that the Atonement is accomplished through
the realization of the love of God. Our wills need to be
transformed gradually in a process. He says:
But though I am myself and no one else (so that the
assumption of Humanity by God in Christ does not
of itself unite me to God), yet I am social in
every fibre of my being; to the appeal of love, if
once I have heard and understood it, I cannot be
indifferent; and Christ includes my personality in
His own, and with His own presents it to the
Father, because the appeal of His love is gradually
conquering my heart, and consequently His purpose
is gradually taking possession of will. But the
process is gradual, and there is no utter breach




k Ibid., pp. lk2f.
We therefore can observe that Temple's idea of Humanity
• I': ' ' . • •• . ' -V : ' • . • ? ' • • '
comes into play. While we are not united to God by
Humanity, through Christ, we are united with Him by
personality through Christ. This implies that we are united
with God not automatically, not objectively, not mechanically,
but subjectively. It is not a change of 'substance', but a
love of things which now we do not love, that must be
1
wrought in us. But this is not purely subjective either,
since, as Temple observes, Christ's personality includes
our own, and we cannot be indifferent towards the appeal of
His love.
Joseph Fletcher, in his analysis of Temple's atonement
theory, says that, for Temple, salvation is the objective
fact of the revelation of men as the children of God, not an
objective new restoration to that relationship by Christ's
Incarnation. Temple sees that men have never ceased to be
the children of God because of a Fall. Hence the objective
thing that God has done for men is the revelation-by-
2
demonstration of God's unchanging love.
Does God not count seriously our sin if he forgives us
only if we repent? Temple says that this is the wrong question%
that is asked by those who are preoccupied so much with the
theory of vicarious punishment. It is true that free forgive¬
ness is not lightly given. But the cost of the forgiveness
does not lie on man's side, but God's side. The Cross, the
1 FMT, p.12.
. 2 Fletcher, Temple, p.301.
real suffering of God the Son, safeguards His righteousness.i
while He forgives. . Temple observes that there are two ways
of expressing antagdnism to sin. One is the infliction of' . ' ... s
suffering on the sinner, the other is the endurance of the
suffering by God, Either one eliminates the charge of moral. v, -y ' . ' •
indifference of the significance of sin. But he also denies
that this means the substitution of our penalty with Christ's
1
suffering.
3« World-redemption— - - —-
Temple thinks that caring only for individual perfection
2
is a selfish thing? therefore he objects to Monasticism.
Christianity includes of course individual salvation, but
its scope is widen than that, it is the one and only religion
3
of world-redemption.
Temple sees the need for world-saving because he
realizes the human solidarity in sinfulness. He points out
that man by natural instinct tend, to group together, thereby
each one is influenced by others, but each man's individuality
is not lost. The society is not a mere collection of
individuals, or an organism; the former minimizes while the





unity is genuine and close, but at the same time each indivi¬
dual is also genuine and self-determining. And this human
solidarity does not exist independently of, or over against,. -
the constituent persons, there is no 'Human Nature' apart
1
from human beings. There is the tendency for the indivi-.' • •' ' ' v
• , - ' • • -
duals to commit sins in the forms of exaggeration of self-
importance. This tendency exists both in every individual
2
and social influence.
Temple therefore-says that there can be no perfecting
of individuals without the perfecting of the human race, as
the human history is a continuous process, where each
'7
J)
stage proceeds from the previous one.
A. Salvation for All
For the above sayings, we can see that Temple has a% y
very optimistic, stance for the destiny of men. He stresses
the unchanging love of God other than the wrath of God,
suffering from sin is bore by God rather by us, and also
the emphasis on human freedom in response to God's love.
Does all this push Temple to the position of universalisrn?
Joseph Fletcher says that Temple was somehow ambiguous or
A




A Fletcher, Temple, p.31-
God's all-powerful love and man's radical freedom to be
1
unsolvable on earth. The question of election and predes-
2
tination is beyond our terrestial experience. God would
3
not put any soul in hell as lost to the love of God , but
• i' - ' . - .
only if we reject God, we are utterly (but not finally, as









THE PROCESS—THOTTfiTTT OP PTTTENOER
A. Proeess-thousht in Relation to Christian Belief
For Pittenger, there are two basic assumption in process-
thought. The first one is that the world is dynamic, not
static. MYet the World as a whole is in process and is a
process; it is not a finished and settled system composed
T
of discrete entities which are inert, changless, static.
2
Man is a living, changing, developing creature. Human
nature is not an unchanging substance. The world of nature
is evolving in process. Of course the dynamic character at
various levels in the world will vary according to the
3
particular level under particular circumstances.
i ... ...... ... .;. . . ... • •• • .. , - • •...
The second basic assumption holds that the world is an»
inter-related society of 'occasions'. Each occasion can¬
not be isolated in%itself alone. There are past events, other
pressures of other occasions, around, and the line of the
future, that affect each occasion. This can be seen clearly ~J
at human level. A man cannot exist in isolation from others,
or from his present surrounding, past history, the general
history of mankind, and the natural order into which het
participates, and the possible developments which are before
him and others. This fact of our sociality, of our organic
5
nature, should be emphasized. Thus Pittenger summarizes:
1 PTCF, p.12.
2 Ibid.i .




MWe live in and we are confronted by a richly inter-con-
. i .... . . • ' • •• •
nected, inter-related, inter-penetrative series of events,
1
just as we ourselves are such a series of events.
0 s
This means we cannot make sharp, ultimate and definitive
distinctions, for example, between differnet individuals,
Since they are inter-penetrating. We can only grasp our
experience in presentational immediatecy and causal effi¬
cacy (Whitehead's terms). By causal efficacy process-
thought means that the sense of a variety of relationships
is given to us in our experience at all levels. Thus
causation means the way in which certain occasions are
brought to focus and in which they impact on others. The
traditional theory of chain-of-cause-and-effect is to be
re-phrased as a congeries of occasions, events, pressures,
movements, routes, which come to focus at this or that point
2
„.o, and their causation is some principle that has
brought and still is origining each of them into this
• •• . , ' e. .. ' -• • ..
3
existence.• ' - • .• : n . • . • . .. .
Each process moves towards a goal, known as the
subjective aim, which gives the occasion the persistence
and distinctive identity. All occasions, along some route,
k
have such aims. God himself is possessed of a subjective aim.





The nature of the world cannot be grasped absolutely
: !' V - f: ' . ' ' ' v •• •
I . . . • ' -
clearly. The relatively clear things will be placed in
{• iS ' : V - - »- • ' . .,.1 ' •
contexts which are not so clear. Therfore all dualisms
• K • - - 1 i - y • ' , , i ' : s T'
are to be refected. This world is one, all held togather
in- .unity. We are ourselves the rich unity of our experiences,
1
not dichotomized into body and soul.
Let us see some of the reasons for the Christian
thinkers to employ process-thought. The concept of
importance in Whitehead means that there are some specific
occasions, events etc. that provide the clue which any
2
thinker takes for the understanding of how things go Some
thing that is important opens up new ways of possibility,
leading to fruitful interpretations. It also leads to a new
level of apprehension and a new level of experience. There¬
fore in the life and activities of Jesus Christ recorded in.. .. ' % ' .
z
in the Bible, there is a revelation which is important..'! v'. . ..... - : ' • . I
The Hebrews us.ed imaginistic, pictorial and symbolical
language which, however, were metaphysical statements. We
can therefore see there is a remarkable similarity between
the biblical assertion of a living God who is active, and
the affirmation by the process-philosophy that the world
must be dynamic and progressive. Pittenger therefore declares• ' - .. . •. • • t . ..




biblical way of seeing things, with its recognition of the
profound importance of activity, movement, and development•n
The Bible describes God as faithful, and his purpose is
unchanging. It recognizes the possiblity of novelty and
•'i t' '. . ' . . ,
significant progresses. Furthermore, the Scripture stresses
that God who is love, is not in isolation from the world,
but is in intimate relationship vith it. This is in com¬
plete-harmony with the insistence of process-thought on
' ~ 2
inter-relationship as basic to the world.
The insistence by the process-thinkers on the con-
sequent nature of God — this means God is being affected
and enriched in his activity in the world — can provide
some secular confirmation for the Christian belief that God
finds satisfaction in his world. The creation matters to God,
3
who shares the world's pain and uses evil to accomplish good.
Again, process-thought's stress on the societal nature
of the world, and on'man's participation also illuminated
the Christian conviction that man belongs to the creation
which is integral to God's aim. Finally the ideas of pre¬
sentational immediacy and causal efficacy of process-
thought signifies the Christian meeting, mutual sharing
and participation. God is not up there or out there, he
k





These similarities and harmonies between the,process-
thought and the Bible are the reasons that Pittenger affirms
. • . : ' . • • '
to account for the Christian philosophers being so interested
in process-thought.
B. God and the Divine Activity- in the World
1o God in Process
»i m i mi m
'X, ... ' ..V.
God is not the exception, but the chief exemplification
of all metaphysical principles, as affirmed by Whitehead.
Thus if the world is on the move, God, being the chief
principle of explanation, is himself in dynamic movement.
God is in contact with the world, in relationship to it, in
that 'case there can be a genuine congruity between them.
The best way to understand God is the emphasis on becoming,
a dynamic movement of development in relationship. His self-
identity is unchanging, being established by his subjective
aim or the purpose for self-realization in all his relation-
ships.1
In a process, the future is determined by the past and
the present. God, being the supreme exemplification of the
metaphysical principle, therefore is affected and enriched by
that which occurs in the creation, and by providing new
possibilities fpr his further action. His consequent nature
• ' ,' I . . . • _J
is real and much more concrete than his primodial nature,
which means God contains all that might ever be. Time is
real to God, since what happens matters to him; it is a true
manifestation of the dynamic process which is his own nature.
1 PTCF, pp.26-28.
The Bible witnesses that God cares for every human action,
every natural event and every historical happening, so in
process-thought God is always creating new possibilities for
the fulfilment of his subjective aim. The Bible says that
God is faith, and the process-thinkers declare the world in
process, and the chief principle of explanation of that pro-
cessive world are self-consistent and harmonious. These two
affirmations are clearly similar in the Bible and in process-
1
philosophy.
God is the source of all possibilities, both abstract
and concrete. They are abstract when they are eternal before
they are actualized, but become concrete after the actualiza¬
tion which are utilized by God for further fulfilment of His
purpose. God is both abstract and concrete; he is both
'eternal' and 'everlasting'; he is both himself and. yet end¬
lessly related; he is both transcendent and immanent; he is
both the chief principle of explanation and yet participant,
2
vorking with, and influenced' by, all that is to be explained.
But it is the concrete aspect, the dynamic, processive, and
becoming aspect1 that is more important, not the abstract aspect.
Does God as depicted by the process-thought provide a religi¬




perceived as the chief principle of explanation. He vho
is described by us from our observation and from the obser-
vable facts of experience is indeed the God who acts in the
creative process. Secondly, God is truly person, which means,i : . . • : ' , . • ' ' ' • N • . . ; • : '
v' 'J•
not being an enlarged copy of a person, but such characteris-
. ' ; . . ... ' . . i .. • .......... ... ... - . :.. . ... j . . . ' • .
tics such as awareness and self-avareness, capacity to commu¬
nicate or enter into active-reactive relationship, freedom of
action within the limits of consistency and possibility etc.
All such characteristics are applicable to the deity portrai-
ted in process-thought.
1 PTCF, pp.33f•
2. The Divine Activitv
God is said to be panentheistic. By panentheism we
'V .. -
mean that everything which is not divine is in God, all
that is not God has its existence within his operation and
nature. The panetheistic God stands between the absentee-
God and the pantheistic God, Panentheism safeguards the
relatively independence of the created-order while, it also
asserts that God is not outside that order, God is the
creator, but the world is not only seen as the effect, but
... . • . i
is the creative activity of God, he cannot be God unless his
creativity is expressed and affectedby the world and what
' • ' 1 ... ... ' • .
happens in interventions, since nothing is outside God,
who is the chief explanatory principle. Yet there are fuller
or deeper or richer occasions of divine action. They are
called importance instances. But they are not genuinely
new, though possessing novel quality, they are not contra-
dictory to the events happened before. They open up new possi-
;
bilities and a unique range of experience for the emergence
2
of novelty.
God's activity provides the ultimate efficient cause
for all happenings from possibilities to actualizations; and
he is also the final end of all emergent events, for he wishes
that the process goes on consistently and vith new emergents.
He is the sufficient ultimate explanation of all happenings.
1 PTCF, p.JfO.
2 Ibid., pp.O-ly-
His activity is for the most part an incognito activity,
it is the activity in and through, by and under, 1creaturely1
occasions. He is not explicitly seen by us to exist and-
to act. However he is the supreme cause in the total
creative process and in every moment in that process® He is
so supreme that it does not matter whether he is given any
proper name® , Since he is himself the supreme exemplification
of the principles that concretely operate in the world, as
we experience the new and particular moments which are grasped
by us, we get an insight into him, and into the way how he is
himself enriched.
Hence when we say that God acts, we really mean that
the divine causal efficacy, which brings about the occasion,
is the central element in various degree in each successive
occasion. But God acts not by disregarding the freedom of
the creation, but by persuative moulding of new possibilities,
by providing new chances, by offering the lure which the
.Wf )
process moves towards the fulfilment of its subjective aim®
This aim is the identifying quality of each event as it
3
advances its own specific routing.
The ideas of process-thought are essential for the gen¬
uine understanding of the world and any good explanation for
what is happening. The world is indeed on the move, it is a
If





Finally, there is genuine freedom in the process. God
persuades, draws out, elicits, provides data for the new
occasions ... He works in and through, with and by, for and
1
on behalf of all ... actual entities n
1 PTCF, p.4?.
C0 Man and Sin
Man is a dynamic being, he is becoming man, rather than
he isman. -We understand a man from his movement from potent¬
iality to actuality® He is not isolated from his environment,
neither is. he independent from the natural and historical
factors® He is dependent on the past and the present environ¬
ment® But he also looks to and moves towards the future,
towards the .fulfilment. He can engage in intellectual thinking,
this is one of the specific quality of man as emergent® He
also searches for values: goodness, truth, and beauty. He
makes judgements of good and bad etc. He can set' the ideals
1
for him to pursue® He too can appreciate.
Man is a purposive organism. All aspects of his life and
of his body and of his psyche are directed towards the fulfil¬
ment of his aim. He is a social 'creature. He is becoming
human as he is in deep fellowship with others. Hence one's
family, friends etc. are so crucial in shaping what a man is;
%
and in fact, he cannot be understood if he is isolated from
others. But he is not lost in the society of humanity. It
is exactly through his communication with others that he finds
his identity. To be a person is to be open to, influenced
2
by, and influencing, other men who are also persons. One's
subjective aim and fulfilment are to be discovered in the




At any stage of development, man and. community of per¬
sons may be deflected from following the main aim, hence
' .- ••• -V. . -V : - - • - 'V • ' '
become either a stagnation in the moving process or be victims
of deflection so that damage is done both to the vhole process
i '• - • ' • -- •• ' . . ' . ' . • •• b' . .
and to the smaller societies which includes man himself as a
dynamic entity. The results may be tragic and terrible.
This is sin, as called by the higher religions of man.
But in a process the presence of evil is inevitable.
There are new possibilities and novelty in an evolutionary
process, therefore there is unavoidably the chance of error.
There is some element of risk in a dynamic process. But
God absorbs all, whether good or bad, into himself, by his
consequent nature. God makes the best use of everything,
including things that we call evil. Since God is love,
he comes into and participates in' his creation, he absorbs
error, evil etc., and brings about new and genuine occasions
i
of goodness. In fact evil provides the chance for deepening
2




THE CHRISTOLOG Y OF PITTENGER
A. The Person of Jesus Christ
1® Revelation
1
; Pittenger agrees with Temple's idea of revelation, it
I -a '• - . • • ' ' ' . ' : ' '! ... • •
is the coincidence of divinely guided events and divinely
2
inspired apprehension. It concerns the work of the Word of
' ' : : • ' - - ' . I. ;• - ' .
God in the event or happening and the work of the Holy Spirit-
in the apprehension of what the event reveals® There are two
forms of revelation, general revelation means that God
meets us through the regular course of events and through the
normal experience of men® But special revelation suggests
something extraordinary and unusual in our experience, and
that God makes a unique, intensive, and peculiarly signifi-
3
cant disclosure of himself. For Christian faith the
t
special revelation of God is Jesus Christ. But Jesus Christ
is not the end but the clue, the key to the revelation of
Z+
God to men. And in all revelatory events,it is God who
5
first moves in upon us and we then response.





2. Jesus the Man
Pittenger stresses very heavily our Lord's genuine humanity,
Jesus was a genuine historical figure. He was a man. He did
not share in some abstract ideal manhood, nor in some im-
personal humanity; on the contrary, he was a man who lived a
concrete human life with all its limitation ... His mind and
2
psychology were human too. Pittenger objects to Temple's idea
that the consciousness of Jesus was so different from us that
' - 3
it was beyond our imagination. Pittenger regards Jesus Christ
to be fully and truly human as ve are. No sound view of the
Incarnation, he observes, can be built if we do not take the
fullest measure of our Lord's humanity.
Pittenger rejects any notion of some ideal humanity or
universal manhood. Jesus Christ cannot properly be des¬
cribed simply as Man, as if, there were some ideal humanity
which he shared without sharing also in the personalization
Zf
of humanity which is true of each of us. There is no
universalized manhood of an almost substantial sort, as an
%
essence which may be predicated univocally of all men and in
3
which they share. Here Pittenger varns, against the danger
of describing Jesus Christ's manhood as abstract manhood,






Since no one has his own nature; it is not something we canV. ' . .. t ' • i • ' '• 1 0 '
1
possess, ... It is a becoming. There is no universalized
manhood, but only this man and that man, realizing their' V : . • ' • • . ;0 ' J • .
i t .. . • ! ' . • S ' .
potentialities in various way and with great or small degrees
2
between theme Therefore Jesus Christ, fully sharing in our
•« !• - • . 1
human situation, could be no exception to this rule, He too
was on the move towards that actualization of his aim, given
initially by God and taken by his ovn decision as his own.
• ' ' .. - - r . . ' . • ..... '
But not just that, Pittenger reminds us that our Lord
was not only fully and genuinely a man, he was also a man
among men. Jesus did not just made his appearance in this
k
world, but is very deeply rooted in human history . Pittenger
points out that there are tw.o levels of the meaning of his¬
tory. The first level of the meaning of history is the very
fact of the actual historical event or happening. The second
' ft
level points to the significant influence of the historical
C . '
event although the details may not be adequate. For Christia-
nity,.as Pittenger affirms, both levels of the meaning of his-
ft
tory about Jesus Christ are needed. We need the historical
data about Jesus Christ's life, we affirm that he did live,
but the details of his life are doubtful. We know his impact
on human history is unparalleledly great. Further discussion
• - , .





k Ibid. , pp.22f.
3 Ibid., pp.2k-.26o
3• God's Action in Jesus Christ
V ... . • • . • • ' « . ' « . • •
Pittenger criticizes Paul Tillich's statement of Christo-
• 'i.
logy as being dominated by the view of revelation, in the ;
sense of God's self-manifestation, rather than by the concept
1
of divine activity® Both views are needed, since nthe Word
2
of God is surely Self-Expression in a vital and dynamic sense,
and the stress on the living God is the modif of the biblical
religion®
God acts in the world, in the whole creation® He acts
along with, through the instrumentality of, by employing
3
and by operating through, the creation. This is the con-
comitance of God with his creatures. His involvement identi¬
fies himself with the world, to the extent that he incarnates
•• If
in the world® But God does not become the world. This is
not pantheism, but pan-en-theism, that is everything has
its existence in God but yet is not to be taken as identical
with God. So there is no intrusion or intervention of
God in the world. God is always there, nothing is outside
• ' - • )
him. Yet there is the possibility of fulleror deeper or






5 Divine Triunity, p.93; see also CR, p.130; PTCF, p.d-1.
6 PTCF, pp.klf.
How does God act? He acts not by coercion, but by loving
1
persuation. He provides each man's life initial aims, and
the lure towards fulfillment, that is, towards the realiza¬
tion in freedom of true manhood. Then through the mutual
prehension grasping-and-being-grasped, the divine Love operates




Divinity of Jesus Christ
With the heavy stress 011 God's activity in the created
world, Pittenger defines the deity of Jesus Christ as that
which is act of God through him; or, better expressed, itis
1
God acting in and. through him„
Therefore, when we speak of the union of humanity and
divinity in Jesus Christ, we are not speaking of union of
terms, but rather a living unity of two basic realities:
the reality of God at work in his world and above all at
vork in his human creation, and the reality of manhood, it-
2
self living, dynamic, and moving .. It follows that to
know Christ is not to know his natures (not in terms of the
outworn metaphysics), but his benefits, activities, or
3
what is being done in him.
But the action of God is not confined solely to Jesus
1
Christ as an individual person. God's activity occured in and
h
through the whole cosmos of which Jesus Christ is the centre.
What we know of God in Jesus Christ is of a piece with as what-. .
3
ever there is divine operation anywhere else in the creation.
Hence Jesus Christ is never said to be the whole of God's
6
action in his creation. Not all of God, or even all of the
eternal Logos or Self-Expression of God, is contained in, mani-
t'r
7








- • • •' V • •• » . ... - ' •' ' V ;• •'
Therefore, ve cannot say there is the absolute identifi-
1
cation of Jesus with God.
Furthermore, Jesus Christ is not God in an absolute,
simple and direct way, since the God in Jesus Christ is the
Word if God. It is the Etenal Word, the Second Person of
the Trinity, who is incarnate .... Whatever is divine in
3





5. The Self-Expression of God -in Logos and in Jesus Christ
The Vord(Logos) , is the subsisting agent by whom God
brought about, and By whom he continuously sustains, the
v : . . ' ' •• . • : . ' . ' •' '• ' . . . ' v
1
created world. Pittenger called he Deity in his Self-
' 2
Expressive mode of being. He is present and operative
as the ground of all being, and more especially active in
man. In Jesus Christ, there is the supremely characteris¬
tic and the uniquely effectual self-disclosure and activity
3
of God to man, in man, as man. In other words, our Lord
' • ' ... -
k
is the divine Self-Expression actualized in human life.
It can be seen plainly that Pittenger avoids all static
terms, such as nature, hypostasis, person etc., in speaking
of the divinity of Jesus Christ. He says clearly that the
meaning of the divinity which in Christian faith is ascribed
to Jesus Christ.would be the act. of God in him — the act
5
which indeed he is . And Jesus Christis the focal mani-
6
festation of that God ... in terms of actions. This
dynamic view of our Lord's- divinity is in accordance with
the nature of God. God is active everywhere any time. The
very nature of God is ceaselessly creative and hence cease-
7








The dynamic view of Christ's divinity is a result of
Pittenger's process understanding of human nature. For him,
man should be. known by what he becomes to be rather than by
what he is. He is becoming, a routing of occasion.
Pittenger asks us not to talk about substance (as change¬
less and inert entities), but rather routing of occasions
which are in the process of what they are and actualizing their
1
potentialities. Thus Pittenger suggests that to say our
Lord's divinity in terms of substance, nature, will etc.
would be meaningless. The reality of God in Christ can only
be described and understood in terms of God's action in him,
the benefits and the activities of Christ.
On observing the full humanity of Jesus Christ. Pitten¬
ger clearly points out that it is not the man Jesus, not his
psychological centre of experience, not his consciousness, soul,
mind, or human ego that pre-exists (thus avoiding the heresy
of Apollinarianism). Rather, it is the Logos or Word, the
Second hypostasis of the Holy Trinity that pre-exists. He
2
does not surpplant the human consciousness of Jesus.
This way of interpreting the pre-exitence of Jesus Christ
removes the incomprehensible notion that there vas a pre-
,
exited divine being who emptied him and the became a man
3
(kenosis).
1 Pittenger, Whitehead, p.23
2 WI, p.183, pp.2l6f, p.219.
3 See John Knox, The Humanity and Divinity of Christ (Cambridge:
University Press 1967) p.12.
6. Jesus as the Organon for the Logos
The whole world is entered by, penetrated by, and acted
upon by God; the entire creative process is irib.ar national©
We see that human nature is also penetrated by, grounded in,
dp' 1 .
and- used by God. Man is the potential organon (instrument)
2 3
for divine action, and Jesus Christ is the adequate organon,
The manhood of Christ is raised to its perfection and fulfil¬
ment of Jesus Christ's manhood, which is not identical with
deity©
It should be observed then the above saying implies that
the initiative is on God's side The Logos is always preveni.
. ' .. • - -• ' • • s • . _ .. .. :
ent for the response, so we shall say that Christ is not man-
5
become-God but God-become-man; not man-God but God-man. Of
course, this accomplishment is not done by force, as God
never does, but by persuation, by lure. The God-man rela-
tionship is accomplished by the . coincidence in Jesus Christ
of the divine Self-Expression and free human response in self-
surrender and faith and dedicated live,
The term organon implies that it is the activity of God,






6 Ibid., p.285, see also p.182©
butes to our Lord's divinity« Jesus Christ is the means of
the expression of God. But we should note well that Christ,
V ' v.
being the organon, has the genuine freedom for his own
action as every other man does. Full humanity of our Lord
should be observed when he is described as the organon for
the Self-Expression (Logos).
7• The Love-in-action in Jesus.Christ
In the conception of process theology, as Pittenger
points out, God is living, dynamic, energizing® He is also• • .... . • • • •
related® He is affected by and enriched in his activity by
what happens in the world. He finds satisfaction in the crea¬
tion which matters to him® This is called the consequent
2
nature of God® Indeed he is the perfect love or the perfect
3
lover| working continuously to manifest his love® Hence we
say God is Love, for he is this living, active, dynamic,
ceaselessly desiring reality®
Man is being made for love; he is on the way to becoming
'! 1' 3
a lover And Jesus is the point where the Word is most in¬
tensively, most vitally and dynamically operative® The
expression in human terms of the enormous love in Jesus Christ
i; ; i ! ; 6
is the love which is God himself®. Hence Jesus Christ is
f, j . ;. - •
ftd , 5 .11 ' | i •, V •
understood as the direct and intimate union of the activity
I 7
of Love which is God and the activity of man ... Pittenger
calls this the classical instance of God's intention and
8
accomplisment in- mankind®
j Pittenger mentions that the divine Love is not identical
with human loving, so we.say in Jesus Christ the cosmic
Lpve is seen and known, and experienced and shared in










intense, most generous, most exacting and austere, and is
different from ordinary love in immeasurable degree, not in
1
kind. But how about the divine love in Jesus Christ? Pit-
• • •• • • - ' s
tenger declares that the love of God in Jesus Christ is most
certainly not absolutely different in kind, but is in a very
great different degree of intensity, in the quality of res¬
ponse and in the effectiveness in human life, from the divine
Love active in other times and places, persons and events in' « • ' - ' . . .. ' • •; . . - . : • • •
2
human history. In Pittenger's mind, to assert a difference
in kind between the divine love In Jesus Christ and and
divine love elsewhere would render the former one unavailable
to us. For we can be loved of God only in our human situation
as men. It is only in human terms we are given love then we
• . 3
can make it our own and let it re-make us.
John Hick asserts that the divine Agape was numerically
! V
identical with the agape of Jesus® ,TGod and a man were nume-
5
rically identical n in Jesus Christ. He criticizes the notion
of qualitative identity which leads to a Degree Christology
But he does not conceive that the agape of Jesus was the
whole of the Agape of God, although it was genuinely the
Agape of God. The incarnation was spoken as na temporal cross-
7




k John Hick, Christology at the Cross Roads, Prospect for





On the other hand,- Pittenger has a different notion. He
asserts that God's Love works in and through the human love
of Jesus. This is not numerical identity; it is participa-
. • . • • •' • . • '
1
tory and co-operative. Pittenger says that the position of
assuming numerical identity tends to a particular kind of
• ' • ' • , - |
modern Apollinarianism.
It is interesting to note that Hick further says that
that numercial identity between Love of God and love of
Jesus is not self-identity, nor idetity through time, it is
3
identity by continuity or inclusion. Hence the relation
between the agape of:Jesus and the Agape of God is the relation
between part and whole, a relation of continuity or inclusion
A
This is a continuity of event rather than of entity. Well,
if we say something is numerical identical with something else
we usually mean that they are self-identical or identical
• •• •.'• . • • • ' : - • ' '
through time. If we say they are in relation between part and
whole, a relation of continuity or inclusion, we usually mean
-they are not strictly identical, not truly numerically identi-
cal. A part of the whole is still a portion of the whole, it
cannot be the whole, it cannot be said to be numerically
identical with the whole. Hick gives an illustration which sayf
that the temporary extension of the amoeba as being one, contin¬
uous with the amoeba as a whole. The arm and the amoeba are
not two objects1 but one, this is a relation of continuity or
inclusion, this is numerical identity. But the arm of the
1 CP, p.63.
2 Ibid., p.18.
3 Hick, Cross Loads, p-161.
A Ibid.
3 Ibid., p.61.
amoeba is still the arm, it is not the whole of the amoeba
The arm is smaller, less complicated than the whole amoeba.
We cannot cut off the arm and immediately identify it as the
original amoeba. Pittenger rightly declares that the talk ofi - ' f .i• •• • -
| ' •' •' - , . _ . • -
continuity of event rather than of entity implies a distinc-
tion between the continuous events, the human love of Jesus
is not truly identical with the divine agape, and that Hick's
1
position is not so different from his . It should be noted
that Pittenger cannot accept the notion of numerical identity
(in the sense of self-identity, or identity through time) in
describing the love of Jesus and Love of God, because this idee
would make it difficult to speak of the action of God in Jesus
and the free response of him, and the potentiality of actua¬
lization in man. This idea is too static and cannot be har¬
monized with the dynamic view in • Pittenger1s theology.
1 CR, p.l8.
; . ... i..' ' 'I . ' ' •
8• The Union of God and Man in Jesus Christ
T When we speak of our Lord as the organon for the Word' - •' • '•••. • • . • . 1 • ' .f ? •' •
.J . ' .... . '• : '
of God, there is the danger of seeing the unity of humanity
' ; , ' . ..... '• : : • • . '.... • ' ; ' :
and divinity in him as not genuine unity, but mere associa-
tion, the Logos only dwells, not in union with, in Jesus
Christ manhood® Pittenger says avowedly that this is absolute
unity® The union which is a union in which the organon of
1 •?. ' . - • . • 1 .. ' .. . . _ .
the Word is so integrally one with the Word who thus energises
j: v •' . v.; ' i''vl ' vV' • •' ' V'7 i-- • ; .. . -
in it, through it, by it, with it, that the two are indeedi ' •
j, ;1;-J .!• . ?s . P.- • ' . ' - :. ' ' ' .
inseparable and indivisible, even while they are also uncon-
fused and unchanged in the essential nature which is proper
i 1
to each. But how can we safeguard that it is truly a in¬
separable and indivisible union? Pittenger's says the
union is not the sticking together of two different entities,j ' « ... ' '.'.--v..
j. . : . , 1 . . •
nor the replacement of one.entity by another, but a living
!. 1 • ' V. ,v . : . i •: v . .. • - • • • . '
I ' ; - ' : •- . .. • ; ... ' ' ... .
unity of two basic realities, the reality of God at work
'.P t-'; ' 2
and the reality of manhood®
i '{ . • • - •• '
Pittenger points out that D. M. Baillie has the similar
viewpoint with him in the idea of the union of God and man in
Jesus Christ. Baillie conceives that .in every man there is
I ' ' ' . ' ' • . • . .•••••1 4..- . - ' - . . . . ' . •
kind of foreshadow which the Incarnation accomplishes fully:
a true working of God by His grace; a true response of man in
3
freedom. But Pittenger remarks that not only in the Christ-
1 WX, p.188.
2 Ibid., p.179-
3 Baillie, God was in Chris-t, p.117«
ian experience of grace and freedom that we see an analogy
; L I 1 ; : - . ' ' • - • - .
for the perfect)life of the Incarnate Lord, but in every
' v . -i
instance where the God-man relationship is to be found, that
I j g • ' ... i , I-,-:' v • • • .• • • . . ... .... • ' v - • . ' . v
-vv'' - p ' . •• - ' V--... :ir . ' .. ' j
is, also in non-Christian circles• He also adds that his
' '•' ! g .. • J-. j vr ' • g ; ' ' ' • •; g .... ' . ' . g ' ' .. ' ; •• '
belief of the union of God and man in Jesus Christ is much
• : - I ' • . • ;'' • • • ' • • v .
' I ' .v , ;• • v : '.. '
more ontologically grounded than Baillie's. The basic
human nature, for Pittenger, is the response in moral and
spiritual is indeed an ontological reality, God1 love is
V; i ..C ' , • ' .. - - ... ' . ' _ ' •' 1 ;; ; : ' .. ' ' • ; ; ; . . •.j. ' j . - I •:••••• • • ' •' . . . •
substantial, not adjective. Hence Pittenger affirms, While!' ' r, ' | . - ... : ' : •' ' '• :
•j ' I ' ; ' ... - •
the mode in which the union of God and. man is effected is
• J J •' •! - • ' . v ' • •.. • ; ' . . : . . . ' •' . . ' • ... .
•'LJ.II I-'!. '-I. • II '-v.. g . ' •. ' . ... - ' - ' • -g. . g • • -g •• .; . '--V; ;
certainly living, moral, and spiritual, that union in itself
... i ..- g • • • • . • . - • ' ' ,; . . . ' ... • . . . ...
is surely what the Germans call seinsverhaltniss, a relation-
| j • V . ' • • 1 • v '• - _ •
2
ship of essential being. If this is criticized as moral
union, then, as Pittenger defends it, the moral in this
... [ 1 ' . . g. ' . • • • - . •. - ' •••
case is metaphysical, as love is not just good human
I ; -jg .• ' . g. ; ,. - ' ' ; .• .. ' • • .
behaviour but is the very basic of the universe and the
i : . - '• ' - • • . • •
grounding reality of all creative advance. He admits




9 The Full Realization of Human Potentiality in Jesus Christ
God's purpose for this world, says Pittenger, is the... . ' s
realization by the world of its ovn deepest potential ities •
Because of the inexhaustibility of his love and his utter
'.• i T ' ' . , ' -• ( 1 f' v- '-.» . .
faithfulness, God acts not by dictation but by invitation
and persuasion. He wants his aim to become the subjective aim
of each entity or occasion fulfils its own possibility. This
v .. • ' •• ' '• ' . - - ' ' . ; '
: 1
is done by free consent, by responsible decision. Man is the
2
potential instrument for the expression of God. This potent¬
iality is only partially actualized in common people. But
in JesusChrist it is fully actualized as' the divine Self-
| . : . .. . • • .. .. • ..
Expression in human personality, and it is because there is
that potentiality and those partial realizations elsewhere
3
that this actualization can occur at all. Hence Pittenger
points out that Christ is divine in that he actualized in
human nature this potentiality which is at the root of man's
being, and not by just utterly, different from others in whom
h
God also works. This view safeguards the transcendence of
deity and also the continuous divine activity in the crea-
5
tion through the Word, as Pittenger himself claims.
1 CR, pp.82f.
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10. The Location of the Incarnation
Where is the location of the Incarnation, that God
accomplished in the humanity of Jesus Christ? Pittenger,
when dealing with this problem, with the great emphasis on
the., solidarity of human experience in mind, together with his
acceptance of process thought. He devotes a whole chapter
1
for this question in his book Christology Reconsidered. He
states': in very detail his view of the solidarity of human
experience in that chapter. This can be summarized in four
points:
(a) nNo historical person can be understood in separation from
the past history from which he emerges and from the culture
2
of which he is a part.
Thus Jesus could not have been isolated from the cul¬
tural and historical context. He is no intrusion from out¬
side into the history of the Jews. Vhat he beached was in
relation to the past religious and moral Jevish tradition,
(b) nNo person can be understood save in his relationship with
those who were associated with him and were influenced by him,
3
as well as influencing him. A man is known for what he is,
not just by his past, but also by his relationship with others,
by mutual influencing with them. This is the same with Jesus.
He had deep relationship with and great influence upon those
around him.
(c) No person can be understood unless the consequences of
k





I . • - ' ' . ' - • ' •
The impact of every person cannot be ignored although it may
. I -•' •• - ... . x .. ' -h-- ••. I v - ' •;; . v' . • '• • ~ .• . - ... • . _
, ) • ' • '.... . ' •••.•'• ' • - - • . .. • - • ' 1 . . ' . ' . .•'
be small- For great man, the impact is enormous. We see
that Jesus did affect the history of mankind in an intensive
— ' - • • - s
I ' •: ' t ' V ' ' •
way. And the growth of the Christian Church is under the
direct influence by him.
• I: ' • • • ' . • . •• ' ' ' • . . ; • ' ' -
Thus from the above three points, Every person must be
seen as thus focussing his past, his present relationships
. •: J • ; i - V '• ' • • . .i .; . - . •. . -• ••- ' ' '
during his lifetime, and the results of his appearance at
I - 7 1
some give time and place. No one can be known in isolatioi
from the total context of the past, present and future.
v. . . . • - . • ' •
Therefore Pittenger defines a self as a specific ... rout-
' • • T . ' • . •' ' • .
ing or series of pccasions in which there is a continuity
which includes the memory of the past, the relationships of
2
the present, and the projective aim tovards the future. By
routing of occasions Pittenger, means each man finds hisi t. .. • , • » y
, j . . ' •' • ' J ' • 1
identity through his progress towards the fulfilment of his
i 3
subjective aim.
(d) God's activity which is seen in a man, even most inten-
sively, must be taken as having occurred in and through the
whole constellation of which the figure is the centre; iti ; -i . .. . -• ' ' ' ' ' .2'' ' • ' . '• . - ' ' ' ' ' ' .' .
•. . •; ... • • ' . : • • g . •• • ' .• .• ' .
must not be confined solely and exclusively to him as an





The Christ-event cannot be isolated from the totality of that
event and only focussed on the discrete individual.
Thus the-location of the specific activity of God in
Jesus Christ is the total complex of event, compounded of
long Jewish preparation, the appearance and life of Jesus
himself, the response made to him as he was received on the
days of Palestine, in the experience of him as risen from
among- the dead, and in the primitive and continuing Christian
community which also responded to him — and by a legitimate
extension, the totality of his impact upon human history
1
down to the present moment.
This saying is very comprehensive indeed. It regards
our Lord's humanity to the fullest extent that he is not an
intruder from outside into human history. If the location
of the Incarnation is only confined to Jesus Christ indivi¬
dually, the people who were at his time and met him would be
so astonished as of meeting a super-human, who is very differ¬
ent from them. This is incomprehensible. Of course, to say
that the location of the Incarnation not in Jesus Christ as
the centre, but in the complex event of Jesus Christ would
seen to stress rather weakly the uniqueness of Jesus Christ,
1 ;.. . Y... i • -V ' ' ' , '•• ' . •
but Pittenger point out definitely that any view of Jesus
which makes him so unique that he is removed from the con¬
text of the ongoing God-man relationship is not absurb ...
2
but also ... blashpemous.
1 CR, p.86.
2 Ibid., p.69.
11 . A Difference in Kind or in Derrree?
• • •« .
Throughout his Christology, Pittenger emphasizes very
much our Lord's humanity, that he is not so different from us®
Jesus' manhood is ordinary in the sense that he shares the
human conditions as we do, such as physiological, biological,
psychological and sociological conditions. Yet he is out of
the ordinary in another sense® His quality of being a man
was remarkable® He fulfilled the human potentialities so
extraordinarily when compared with others, but without any
violation of the ordinary conditions of manhood.
When picturing our Lord in this manner, Pittenger is
accused of putting our Lord's divinity so low that he becomes
only one among us, and that there is not any significant
difference between him and us. He is different from us only
2 ' ' '' '
in decree, not in kind®
Pittenger, when facing the question of difference in
kind or degree, first points out that this is a false
b
dilemma. He says that the uniqueness of Jesus is evident
to us because every man is himself and is not more or less
than another man. But on the other hand, the divine operation
in any man is of the same divine Word, the deity is the same
deity, not more or less divine, but there is of course a
. '
Zf
difference in the intensity of the divine operation.
Hence it is difficult to tell whether the deity in our Lord
is different in kind or degree from that in us. Pittenger
confesses that he chooses the difference in degree, not in
1 CP, pp.117-119.




kind, if he must choose.
Pittenger defends his position in clear details, again
by resorting to his process thought. He says, In a world-
view which must think in terms of process, with its corollar;
; - • _ ' ' s• ..... , - •- ' - ... ' . t. . . S
in God who is dynamic activity and man who is also dynamic
activity, we find it easier to speak of varying degrees of
2
intensity or differing approximations to actualization,
Furthermore, Pittenger conceived our'Lord1s divinity as the
action of God in him,' as the instrument for the Word (Self-
Expression), as fulfilment of the human potentialities. He
is not having some substance .inside that is different phy¬
sically or ontologically from us. When taking this view, it
I • . . • . -• t • • - - . ' - v •' - •
is surely difficult to say the difference between Jesus
Christ and us is in kind.
On the happening about Jesus Christ as a historical
event, Pittenger cannot say it is absolutely and completely• -J
different from other events, for this will make it look as if
•C. . V . , • . V' r '
not properly human or historical. The Christ-event is unique,
not exclusively, only inclusively. It is not one that no
parallels or similarities to be compared, but rather similar
values, qualities or characteristics are to be found else-
3
where but in a much less adequate fashion. So the event of
Jesus Christ is depicted as distinctive and is qualitatively: I ' ' • • ;
different from other events, there was a high degree of







Pittenger points out that there is the danger in saying the
yt ' • ' . ] f ' • • -• ' ! . ' . •:
... . . » f i
manhood of our Lord is so different from ours in absolute
kind that this will make him a catatropic and irrational
1
intrusion. He stresses strongly the sociality of human ex¬
perience, saying that no one can be isolated from the past
—2
history or from other persons. If assuming the event of
Jesus Christ to be absolutely and completely different, then
he is denied a place in that history and a share in that
: - ' 3
manhood which is common to all men, the intimate relation-
b
ship between him and us would be lost, he would not speak
3
to our condition and in effect would deny it.
When we look at the created world, we find it always
open to the divine action, as Pittenger observes. God is not
outside the world. He does not violate his more general
mode of action in history. Therefore the incarnation does not
violate the relatively settled order of nature, it is not
intrusion from outside, it is the chief exemplification
rather than the denial of the consistent mode of divine
%
6
action. There is no dichotomy in God.
Nevertheless, Pittenger says the difference in degree
7
is almost immeasurable great. The difference is not neces-




3 Ibid. , p.23+«
6 Ibid., p.l81.
7 WI, P2ki., 2k3; CP, p.120.
•. - - . -
sarily small, it may be a difference between and
' . •. . ' : :••• '
says, 100,000,000, or even infinity. The difference in
degree between God and man, and our pitiful approximationsI 1 ' • ••• .'•- - ' • . . • •• • • •
. I ; - •' . ' • • - - • • • •I ' • ' . '
is a difference, so great that it leads us to adore him, to
find in him both our Lord and Saviour „. »'' I '• ' « . ' ' •• • ' ' I 'I ' . •
Furthermore, Pittenger dislikes the saying of our Lord
' 1 • ' ' • •. • ' •' : ' ' ...
as final, this would imply thatthere is a stop to all
divine:self-disclosure to men. The event of Jesus Christ is
not final since the community came into being from the res-
j 3
ponse to him as the historical figure. Jesus Christ is not
the last, or exclusive one, he is definitive, crown of all
J 5
divine revelation. He is decisive, for the divine activi-
6
ty given expression in a distinctive manner through him.
The event of our Lord can be depicted as a decisive i
7
important event. In process philosophy, every event has
some importance, it acts as a partial clue to.how things go
' ! - .. V ' • O
and how God's agency is effected in the worid. It provides
new opportunities and possibilities for our understanding
9
and for the emergence of novelty. Therefore, the Christ-
1 From WI, p.2zH; see also p.221.
2 CP, p.3.





8 The Doctrine of Christ in a Process Theology, Expository
| Time, v.82 (1970), pp.7~10p.9.j . . •
9 PTCF, p-2; see also p.19; CP pp.100f; GP, p.21.
event is a human and historical event on one hand, while on
the other hand it is na point at which God is acting in a man-
'X • . ~
1
ner unparalleled elsewhere. These tvo affirmations are
not contraditory but complement each other.
1 CR, p.151-
B. The Work of Jesus Christ
1. What is Sin?
Pittenger does not conceive sin as corrupted thing in
• -
human nature, it is rather the defect in human and divine
relationship. Human sinfulness, in Pittenger's understanding,•. • ' . ...
vj . . . i • •
H . ' i i . • t . .
is not so severe as described by the traditional Christian
teaching. Furthermore, he stresses very much the sociological
aspect of human sin, as well as the individual sin.
' In Pittenger's view, we, as sinners, are not so deprav-
1
ed as a mass of corruption. The image of Cod inside us in
never utterly and totally destroyed. Although we are es-
v p
trangled from God by wrong self-will, he never leaves us.
1 3
Man is essentially good, but existentially sinful. He is
sinful in refusing to play his part in the total expression
of love-in-action, in the. failure, by his free decision, to
move in the right direction. Sin is the violation of love,
' H
not breaking of commandments. Pittenger says that we should
emphasize the positive side rather than the negative side
V i
of the human weakness. In his true human reality, each man
is not a sinner; although empirically we know well he is a
sinner. To sum up, sin is best defined as anything which
prevents the full and free relation of fellowship betveen God
1 GP, p.36.





and man. It is the failure to keep open to that Reality,
2
the attempt to put self as lord. The doctrine of original
sin means that all men do not follow but carry the will of
• • .... . • . • '' • ' ' ... • - '
: •. ' ' ' ' ' : • . • •• ' V
God as they see it® This is a disease, a contradiction of
- .
the healthy state of affairs, a,radical disordering of
V' ~ :»• • • • • - • . • 1 .. • . • .
3
human personality.
The opposite of sin is not sinlessness, but free and full
commitment in responsive love to the, expression of God's
if 3
love in action. It is love, love-in-action. Pittenger says
sin should not be called radical, which would mean that evil
is at the root of things, in the very fact of creation.
6
This is not Christian teaching.
». . . • ; • • - . - ' • 1 ' ' 91 's .. • • ' • • . • ' ' - ' ' • • V ; .... ' . - ?• : {
The sociological situation is part of man's very self.
In society, each man is influenced by others. The race of
7
men is infected by sin, not biologically, but sociologically.
This is the social dimension of the nature of sin. Thus
• f ' ' .I . • ' ' t • ... 1 • „ ...
original sin is understood to be the fact that our situation
' . ' • • , ' ;
and ,.state is conditioned by the solidarity of race in
accumulated wrong-doing and wrong-thinking and hence wrong-
8'
being. As we have seen, Pittenger stresses very much that





6 Ibid., p • 3 •
7 Ibid., p.32.
8 WI, p.213-
man should be understood from his past events, his present
mutual influence with fellow-man, and his future objective
and his impact on the human history that follows. It is
no wonder that he emphasizes' also the societal character of
human sinfulness.«. T- _
2. What!is SalVation?
In accordance with his understanding of man's sin,
Pittenger depicts the salvation of man not as radical deliver¬
ance of man from sin or evil. It is the wholeness of life,
the 'integration' which comes through a radical adjustment to
God made known and available to men in the emergent life of
1
our Lord. It is more a remedy for human deficiency than
a redemption from utter sinfulness. Therefore atonement:
is the more suitable word in description the work of Jesus
Christ. It means the union of God and man, at-one-ment.
Life adjusted to Reality on the deepest level, rich and
2
overflowing in love... Pittenger points out that the atone¬
ment of Christ is essentially the bringing of man into
relationship with God in the fullest manner, only secondarily
;




... • • ' -i ' ' ;
3. How Does Jesus Christ Save Us?
Pittenger does not attribute the atoning work of Christ
to his victory overdevils or evils, as one can expect, nor
to the sacrifice of him as the payment to the Satan, He
finds our Lord's capacity to save in his making available
1
genuine authenticity of life The saving work' of Christ
is much more the bringing of man to that which God purposed .« - • ' •• i ' - ' - .
for hirn, than the desperate attempt at his extrication from
evil ways. Man is delivered from the sinful condition by
his falling in love, by being grasped by the Love which is
3
God. Christ saves us by stirring of the soul and imparting
a new power and love, to conform the world to Christ himself,
. .. ' _ . • • . . . e - .. '
' ; if
and in him to God.
Thus Pittenger's atonement theory seems to be Abelardian,
emphasizing Christ's demonstration of divine love. He says,i
In that live and death a victory was won which the risenr
power of Christ has demonstrated. A new energy was released
3
into the world. This conception of atonement is well in
consistent with his claim that the love of God is the central
factor in His activity. And this provides sufficient ground






as Pittenger asserts, not by coercion, but by lure'b
• Pittenger suggests that the primary purpose of the
Incarnation is the -'bringing of humanity into, closest and
• ' v • ' • ' . - . I. . = S
r - , . ' - S '
fullest relation with the Creator. The forgiveness of
sin, the soteriological action in its narrow sense, is not
the only aspect of Jesus Christ's work, even if man had not
2
sinned, the Incarnation would have happened.. In fact the
redemptive work of our Lord must be associated with, and
identified with, the creative, self-expressive, on-going
work of God, there whould not be sharp distinction between
3
these two. Pittenger sees the Incarnation of God in Christ
k
as the focal point of the divine action through humanity,
and the divine action is the constant seeking for human
actualization of. their potentialities. Since man is sinner
existentially, before the fulfilment of human capacity and
• . . ' l ' ' ' s
recovery of man's intimate relationship vith God, his sin
should be removed. Thereby the redemption from sin is only
' .••••'.. V. .
part of the total vork of the Incarnte Lord.
Up to now, it is obvious that Pittenger has a light view'
on the nature of sin and an optimistic view of human nature.
He affirms that a 'desperate theology', however appropriate





as biblical and is an unchristian maligning of God's creation
1
and of its continuous operation within it.
k. Individual Salvation or Vorld Redemption?.
As mentioned before, Pittenger regards the societal
aspect of sin as very significant. The human race is so
closely knit together in human solidarity that the evil of
one man affects the other as if by contagion. The social
evils react upon the individuals and make their achievement
of the good almost an impossibility. Therefore Pittenger
asserts that the society composed of individuals must itself•' ' - .. . • • . '•
• - ' i • '' y ' . • ' - ' •
be redeemed. To be concerned to 'save' individual men
without 'saving' society is nonsense. Man and society, or
rather man in society must be redeemed.There is indeed a
social gospel: to make the redemptive love of God and relationst ' ...
in the sphere of public life as it must be effective in the
2
inner life of each individual man.
5. Universal Salvation?
God is Love, this is the key forPittenger to understand
• .
God. God does not wish that people have no chance to response
to this message that he is such Love. God will never cease
1 WI_, p.253-
2 CVIMW, p.112.
to seek his children, he will embrace them with all his love,
1
and by all means reach out. to them and save them. Being
sheer goodness and love, God would make possible for every
1. . , 2
man the opportunity to achieve authenticity or salvation.
Since God is omnipresent, his love is operative everywhere,
1 - ! 3
not confined to the Christian Church,' No man can then be
without hope of authentic life, no matter how he has come
to believe or think. Those have not heard of Jesus Christ
are also in the loving hands of God, in his loving cares,
- C. I, t . k
but v;hat happens to them we do not know.
The above saying tends to the position of universalism
But Pittenger does not say in clear words that men are
saved eventually. It seems that what he has in rnind is that
' - ... . . • i
all men will be saved from their utter desperate condition of
sin, while no one will go into hell: it is a matter of a







COMPARISON OF THE CHRISTOLOGIKS OF
j'~ TEMPLE AND PITTENGER
A. The Person of ChristI . .! .
T. Jesus the Man
; ' , _ ..... ...
For the understanding of Jesus as a man, Temple and
• ' ;• ' ' • ' V;''r- i' . ' . 7- ' . ' . ' •'
J • • • • ' • • ' - ' ' ' . : : ' .... -
Pittenger hold the same view that Jesus is indeed a person
of very great influence in the history of mankind. Temple
..L • 7 ' '• - • • • •. •i • . • • • . .
| • . . h. . . ' .' • . . • - . .
says that Jesus is Man, the Second Adam, a new Humanity.
Jesus came to this world to inaugaurate a new system of
mutual influence. Since mankind is a a system of mutual
influencing units, therefore in describing Jesus' significant
v. ... - ' - • - • : • •• . • - • i
. i v - a'
influence, Temple employs the concept of universals, describes
i ' 1 . . . ' .• ' •
j •' . . . ' . - : . • ; - -
Jesus as the Man. Although Baillie points out that the
concept of Manis abstract, it,has its significance in
', I •• • • •: . :• ! . ; - • • ; • ., - • . - ' . ' .
depicting an ideal and perfect manhood.
On the other hand, Pittenger objects to any saying of
Jesus as Man, as if he shares any ideal humanity. He wants
,. . : - • ' -...J
to affirm that Jesus should be regarded as a man, who shared
also in the personalization of humanity which is true of each
A A
of us. It seems that Pittenger does not like to apply the
| 1 . . . ... • ' .
concept of universals to the discription of Jesus' manhood.
He thinks that it is not appropriate to visualize anyI - • 1 ' • . ' - - •. t:. t v' • • •••..• • ' . -
1 GP, p.31.
universalized manhood, as each man takes his own particular
way in becoming what he is. Thus says Pittenger,...Men are
more or less men: that is, there is no universalized manhood
of an almost substantial sort, as an essence which may be
predicated univocally of all men and in which they share;
there is only this man and that man, realizing their potent-
ialites in various ways and with great or small differences.».f • - ... ;
Each man, in his specific routing, actualized these potent-' ' ' . ' ' • ' . . • ' • , . • •
1
ialities... But Temple also does not deny that Jesus was
a man, although asserting that he was Man too. Futhermore,
Temple, when saying that Jesus was Man, does not make any
hint that Jesus t'ook the essense of humanity of all mankind.
Acutally Temple perceives that Jesus is an all-inclusive
Personality, and not the inclusive of all human nature.
Let us read carefully what he says:. v. .
He is the head, and other members are necessary to
the fullness of body. So here Christ is the human
race, corporately and prospectively. In Him ve see
what it is the purpose of God to accomplish in all
men, and what God- through Him and by means of Him
is accomplishing; and in Him also we see individually
the.first fruits of humanity. He is the one man,
chosen out from many sons of men, to be a perfect
representative of humanity before God, and so far
He stands as an individual apart from us in the
individuality of His perfect human nature. But
He is also that in which ve see what we are to
become and therefore He seems to be in Himself
all mankind. 3




but he accomplishes, this as an individual, he is individ¬
ually the first fruit of humanity. Christ is the perfect
instance of God's fulfilment in every man, the perfect
representative of humanity., Although Temple claims that
Jesus has a perfect humanity (which Pittenger cannot accept
1 '' ; . ' ' .. | •
lie does not hold that this is the ideal humanity that we
whould share. He Points out that there is no such real
universal as human nature if it does not belong to an
individual. In fact, it is difficult, to conceive that
Christ assumed the human nature of all of us, and we are
all united to God by the Incarnation, this kind of union is
imcomplete, since this would inply that non-believers can
1
also be united with God. Moreover, in addition to denying
.• ' '' '• • V
that Jesus assumes the human nature of all of us, Temple
stresses remarkably the individuality of Jesus. It is
precisely through Jesus' individuality that God's love can
' - - 2
be expressed, that we can get the expression from Jesus.
Pittenger also pays attention to our Lord's individual
manhood very much, in fact, to such an extent that Jesus
is visualized to be one of us that he was not very much
different from us, the difference is only in degree. Jesus'
manhood is in one sense'an ordinary manhood, but since
$».1.'
every manhood is unique, his manhood is also unique in this
sense. He, however, is not of run-of-the-mill type of
1 CV, p.151.
2 AC, pp.VSf.
person,, He realized the human potentialities in such an
extraordinary way that it was immearsurable different yet
1
not entire different from the common human experience.
: .' ; s
% ' ' • ' . ' .... ' N
In fact, the event of Jesus Christ is the classic instance
'of God's activity in manhood, Jesus Christ is the unique
2
focus for a universal presence and operation. Thus
Pittenger is seen to assert the manhood of our Lord, in a
greater extent then Temple, as similar to ours. He does not
depict Jesus as having a perfect humanity as Temple does;
he does not assign to him as the beginning of great influen¬
cing system, by which our humanity is raised to a higher
3
level, as Temple asserts. For Pittenger, a man cannot be
V. . ... ' : •- . • . . - .• ... . • ...... • ' • • ' ' - .
understood if he is isolated from his cultural and historical
context in the past, or if he is isolated from his present
relationship with those around him, or is he is ignored for' • . i ! • v » ' . . '' ' '
his impact on the history to come. Hence he could not figure
out how Jesus Christ could be the exception of this general
pattern of manhood, the routing of occasions, as he puts it.
But is this saying of Jesus Christ, taking very seriously
his true humanity, in accordance with conventional Christian
belief? Some theologians, Pittenger being one of them,
complain that traditional Christianity has paid too much
emphasis on our Lord's divinity that his real humanity is .
1 CR, pp.116-120, passim.
2 WI, p.192.
3 CV, p.132.
lost, he is often depicted as a God taking the disguise of a
man, I think they are right. We can very well observe this
in the sayings of .those Christians around you. f,Believe in
r ' •'
our Lord Jesus Christ! Jesus Christ is the only way to
• Eternal Life! It is Christ's blood that saves us! Are
not these sayings common among Christian communities? We
very often identify Jesus Christ with God subconsciously,
thus neglecting his. genuine humanity. But to what extent
should we pay due attention to his humanity? Pittenger's
Christology leads us to a seemingly very low stress on
Jesus Christ's'divinity, but gives us a very clear and logical,
comprehensive and rational picture of his manhood. It starts
with the manhood of Jesus Christ, rather than the divinity
of him. Futher discussions along this line will apprear in
section A.6. of this chapter.
2. The Union of God and Man in Jesus Christ
Temple usually speaks of the union of God and Man in
Jesus Christ, rather than unity of humanity and divinity.• • -' . . . . • ' •' ' r' . . . • . • N •« . .
To speak of the union, of God and Man is to prefer to realize
that the union is taking place in two persons, rather than
in two substances. Temple finds the unity of God and Man in
Jesus Christ in the Will and in the Personality, not in the
divine and human substances or natures. Thus his tendency
is towards Antiocliene Christology.
And for Pittenger, he admits that he prefers to speak of
the .relationship of God and man rather than of Godhead and
manhood. The union is something like the human marriage or
. ' ' . . • • ) ~ '
1
the relationship between two lovers. Pittenger conceives
that there is a distinction between Jesus and God even though
the relationship between them is most intimate. He admits
that his assertion has Antiocliene terms which are highly
3
personal, highly moral, highly religious... Pittenger's
position is Antiochene in his own admission.
On the other hand, Temple tends to hold a more meta¬
physical union. He speakd of Jesus' human will as
subsumed into his divine will, the will of Christ is always
one with the Will of God, the Person -(the wholeness of the




In contrast, Pittenger declares that the union of God and
man in Christ is a union of relationship, a union of.love.
•'. -i - . •• • . .
He finds that love is not just a good human altitude but- is
-|
the very basic and the grounding reality of the universe.
' • .1
God's moral and spiritual nature is in itself the ontological
2
reality. Hence he claims that his conception of the union
of God and man in Jesus is very much metaphysical and onto¬
logical grounded. Nevertheless, Pittenger depicts a relationalw .. ': ; . . f '• •' :--
'• • ' •
union in the fullest degree, while Temple holds also a
relational union but with the connotation of union of
entities.
. - . -. . - • . . . •, . - . - . . -
In Pittenger's process Christology, the gradual realizat-
ion of human potentialities by -process is the central feature
of Jesus Christ's attainment of union vith God. This feature
is also seen in Temple's thought. For Temple, Jesus Christ
is fully capable of personal union with all other persons,
while others are only partially capable. His union vith
God is by the spiritual process of mutual influence and
3
love that calls forth love. As the obedience deepened,
J
so did the Love. Jesus' human nature comes through
struggle and effort to an ever deeper union vith the Divine






'similar to the process theology of Pittenger.
However, Temple would not agree with Pittenger's
. ' 'V . .
assertion that every man is a potential instrument for a
partial actualization and expression of God, and Jesus Christ
Vu:,: • 1
is the full actualization of this. Temrle holds that:
We cannot ever have truce with the suggestion
that Jesus of Nazareth was divinely insprired as
others have been divinely insprired, and that God
appears in'certain aspects of His being in Him and
in certain, other aspects elsewhere. The moment
that line is taken, you destroy conviction at the
cental point, namely that God is one Whose character
we know, and know in perfect definiteness of outline,
because it is the character of Jesus Christ. 2
Temple sees that it is not that Jesus Christ had attained
the perfect fellowship with God, but he is God acting
throught human conditions, when God supervenes upon humanity,
we do not find a human being taken into fellowship with God,
• 3
but God acting through the conditions supplied by humanity.
Christ is not a man exalted to perfect participation in the
Divine Nature or life; He is God, manifest under the conditions
h
of humanity. . ' • • ' ' ' • f ,.J
This discrepancy may due to the difference between
Pittenger and Temple in their recognizations of the degree
of intimacy of God's relationship with the vorld. For' -
Pittenger, God is panentheistic, everything is in him.




' J. . . • • ' .
God is the jultimate effieient cause for all occasions. His•' l • -•••• r '• .. •' ' , ' •
1
activity is mostly a incognito activity. Hence Pittenger
; • | - h ,
conceives'the relationship between God and his creation to
be very intimate. But for Temple, though God is immanent,
r: . ; •• .i
_ . 2
r -in dwell ixig among men on the one hand, he is transcendent on
the other hand. There should be the transcendent personality
of God for the need of a principle of unchanging, which claims
that God is certainly over and above all that the Process
v • . i. • 4
3
contains. He criticizes Whitehead who cannot see God's
transcendent mode of action, and cannot explain the complex
l-
totality of God plus the vorld. To Pittenger, God's
transcendence means his inexhaustibility of resource, his
indefatigability of act, his indefeasibility in achievement,
and does not mean remoteness or outside-ness. Thus, Temple's
God is more remote from us than Pittenger's. It is difficult
for Temple to conceive how man can also in some degree
acquire what Jesus Christ has accomplished in his relationship
with God. It should be accomplished not from below, but
from above, as Temple would think so. Since for him the
Incarnation is just like the supervention of Life upon
Hatter, the physical system supplies the conditions, the
Life gives the efficient causation. Actually, Pittenger






does not mean that there- is no divine causation in the
Incarnation. To him God is the cause of all happening and
therefore there is surely the divine participation in the
Incarnation. But he conceives God to work by providing the
-lure, to draw the human response, and not by command. This
point is not present in Temple's idea. Temple does not think
God is so;concomitant with the world® Therefore he sees
the Incarnation as the direct supervention of God, it is the
divine intrusion (a term that Pittenger very much dislikes),
Christ's life was a divine intrusion into the course of
human events — an intrusion vividly represented by the
'i
Virgin-Birth. Pittenger speaks for many times that the
Incarnation should not be any kind of intrusion into human
affairs, it is in perfect harmony with the mode of God'sC ' ' ' - ,
action elsewhere. Of course, the intensity of self-revelation
of God in the Incarnation is much more intensive than in
other instance. It is the classical exemplification (not
the exception) of the divine, action, described as such by
Pittenger.
1 CV, p. 217-
3® The Finality of the Incarnation
Both Temple and Pittenger hold almost the same view
about the.'significance of the Incarnation. It is depicted,
for both of them, as the supreme manifestation of God. And
- • - • ; '
ragain, we can observe that in Temple's mind, the Incarnation
is much more significant, more supreme, more suddent, than
other revelatory events. But for Pittenger, the suddentness
arid;supremeness seem to be a little bit reduced. Temple
• ' ' ' • • .'. '• •
views the Incarnation as the crown of all revelations,
the whole process of that revelations, which has been
going on through nature, through history and through prophets,
1
comes to complete fulfilment in the Incarnation® But the
Incarnation is not completely a suddent event. It happened
as expected. It is the culmination of that stratification
which is the structure of Reality, it is the natural
inauguration of the final stage of evolution..«its occurance
is all of a piece with the scheme of Reality as traced
2
elsewhere. But Temple adds that ve cannot comprehend the
Incarnation, since it is of higher grade than us. The saying
that the Incarnation is the final stage of evolution
suggests that the Incarnation is final to all revelatory
events of God. This is what Pittenger disagrees with. He' • • • ... .
says that the term finality suggests ending, last or concluding
1 MC, p.317.
2 CV, p.139.
episodeo But the basic .nature of God is ceaselessly
' . 1
creative. We should say the Incarnation is a decisive
event, it Is the distinctive instance of the divine activity
2 '
in the world. The Christ-event is decisively important
in Vhiteheadian sense). Pittenger agrees with Ilartshorne's. . ... - . • . -
idea that if we regard the event of Christ as too similar to
other events, therefore lacking decisiveness, then we see no
novelty-or something interesting is revealed here. But if we
reagrd it as too dissimilar, that is, if it is isolated from
its context and is regarded as completely other than God's
revelatory activity elsewhere, then we are in the position
of incoherence, discord and chaos regarding God's activity
3
in this world. Thus Pittenger would disagree with Temple's
saying that the Incarnation is imcomprehensible to us. The
Incarnation should not be regarded as so dramatic and final




The Uniqueness of the Incarnation
Like many other theologians, Aloysius B. Chang points
. ' -
out that one of the difficulties for Pittenger's process-
Christology is how to give sufficient reason to account for
. • . - ) .... '( '
the appearance of the Incarnation as the unique focus in the
unfinished process, in the yet unended process of human
1
history. This is a real difficulty for Pittenger.
Though he regards God as ceaselessly creative, there are
endless novelties. But how to safeguard the unique instance
of divine revelation in Christ? Is there the possibility
that any other instances of Incarnation could occur? This
] • m
difficulty is notmet by Temple. Since for him the Reality' : i f '
consists of many different grades of stratifications, and
the Incarnation is the top of all. It is the final stage
of the evolution and hence there should not be, and at least
no need for, another similar incarnation. Thus the uniqueness
of the Incarnation ..is safegrarded. Temple visualized God as
both immanent and transcendent. God has His unvariable
principle that he is not totally affected by what is outside
Him. But for Pittenger, God has His consequent nature as
well. He is affected,' even enriched by the external
w.orld. Thus the possibility of another incarnation is
open. This would undermine the uniqueness of the Incarnation.
1 Aloysius B. Change, Different Trents of Christology(in
Chinese) , Collectanea Theologica, Universitatis Fujen
(Taipei: Fujen University, Spring, 197h), Vol.23, pp.26f.
5. Functional and Ontological Christology
Oscar Cullmann, in his analysis of the Christological
questions in the New Testament, concludes that all sayings
about Christ in the New Testament concerned with His functions,
His work, rather than His nature. He thereby declares that
; ' - . 1
functional Christology is ihe only kind vhich exists.
For him, Christ is understood as an event, the New Testament
does. not intend to give an account of the being of Christ, but
. 2
rather to report the great event of Him. On the other hand,
Reginald H. Fuller disagrees vith him. He finds some state-
g
ments in the New Testament that are ontic, not functional.
He concludes that, the Christology in the New Testament is
both ontological and functional. He asserts that the ontolo¬
gical aspect of Christology is necessary. fie points out that
it is a universal human appreciation that action implies prior
being — even if, as is also true, being is only apprehended
in action. A detail discussion of whether ontology isK , (
needed for Christological formulations is beyond the scope
of this thesis. But I think that when one depicts the function
of a being, it is not necessary for us to perceive the nature,
the ontic character of .that being. As almost all Christians
«•
1 Oscar Cullmann, The Christology of the New To stamen I;
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1938 (Revised ed.)) p.326.
2 Ibid., p.327•
3 R. H. Fuller, The Foundations of New Testament Christology
(England: Cull ins, 193) p.2lS~.
k Ibid.
confess that God is a being, but they would not try to find
out His ontological nature first before we know Him. We
' • r _ ' • ' s. • -
know Him by His action, by his activity and love in the
; world. Thus when we visualize the person of Christ, it is
not necessary for us to know his nature, although there is
a tendency in us to find it out.
- . . . - • ..
Pittenger's Christology is rightly said to be purely• . _ • .
functional.: it does not say anything about Christ's onto¬
logy, his metaphysics® Its main characteristic is to
point out Christ's relationship with God and with us, God's
action in the incarnate® If we could accept Cullmann's
stand-point, we would feel easy, and certain happy, with
Pittenger's Christological model. It is interesting that,
as mentioned before, Pittenger argues that his Christology .»%
is very much ontologically grounded, since he sees love asc
metaphysical, not only relational. However, it is plain
that he does not use any metaphysical terms that are common-
ly recognized in the traditional Christological discussions.
As for Temple, his Christology seems to lie half way between
ontological and functional. He has spoken of the functional
aspects: the words of Christ are those of God and also the
»' • , .
will and the personality of Jesus are subsumed into God's Will
and Personality. His Christological position tends toward
the functional, as personality (and to a lesser extent will)
is something that a person exhibits and comprehended by
others by perception in human relationship. It is not some¬
thing intrinsically related to a person's being, nature, or
any metaphysical reality. Temple is seen to detach from the• • . : H
traditional metaphysical Christologies of the Fathers,
6o Low and High Christology
1
Dermot A. Lane tell us that the tra ional approach
to Christology in the first few centuries is a high Chris¬
tology. This approach assumes the divinty of Jesus Christ
7»
from the start and in fact this is to be witnessed® It also
has the danger of minimizing the importance of the historicity
and the humanity of Christ. It causes us to understand Jesus
Christ by knowing God first. Thereby Jesus is?for example,,
even expected to be omnipotent and omniscient as God himself®
On the other hand, the opposite approach is a low Christ ology«,
This may run into the extreme position that the divinity of
Jesus is taken over by his humanity, Monophysitism gives
way to Moralism, revelation becomes reductionist, resurrection
2
replaces incarnation, and Adoptionism absorbs Docetism.
Lane nevertheless remarkd that we should adopt an approach
which starts with the low christology, and then proceed to
draw in whatever position in one's analysis of the Christian
data. This third approach is called by him low-ascending -
' -
Christology. For him, this kind of approach would reconcile
with the main stream of modern theology which has become
inductive rather than deductive, and with the current trend
' ' . • •
of understanding of revelation as historical and experimental.
1 A. Lane, pp.lA-18.
2 Ibid., p.17-
3 Ibid., p.l8.
It puts Christology back Into the original Biblical context,
as the New Testament Christology began with the man Jesus,
• 'V. . • ...
This low-ascending Christology seems encouraging and
illuminating to us. We observe that Pittenger's Christology
falls exactly into this approach. He stress 011 the histori¬
city of the Christ-event, which is regarded not to be isola¬
ted from the past history, present happening and culture, and
the future influence it makes. He would not think that the .
Incarnation as a intrusion from outside, it is the decisively
important event, the classic instance of God's activity
in human affairs. Every one of us has accomplished the kind
V - .' ' . • v • .. . . . • • V
of fulfilment established between Jesus and God in various
degree, all of us only partially actualize this potentiality,
Jesus is seen to share the human solidarity of sinfulness.
Indeed, Pittenger's Christology starts from very low, so
low that it is sometimes not easy to see its high side.
Nonetheless, he manges to put it ascending. Jesus gains the
full realization of human potentiality, he is perfectly in
union with God in love, in him the reality of man is com¬
pletely in unity with the reality of God.
As for Temple, we'cannot find his Christological start-
ing point is from below, but he stresses much tue genuine
humanity of Jesus. He manges to seek the distinction bet¬
ween the human will and the Divine Will, between human
personality and Divine Personality, which are united in
Christ. But he does not treat Jesus' manhood in historical
context in such a full extent as Pittenger does. Therefore
• p ' ' - s,
Temple's Christology is something like middle-ascending
ChristoloRv, if one wants to label it.
B. The Work of Christ
1. What is Sin?
Temple sees human sin mainly in men1s self-centredness,
which Pittenger has not mentioned at all. Pittenger views
-sin exclusively in terms of relationship between God and men,ft ' :• ' • . . . • • . ' . ' • • —- - -r. •. _ _ • - •
as the violation of love, but not some evil deeds. However,
Pittenger's assertion that sin is the destortion or deviation
of aim,, that is, the refusal to play one's part in the total
expression of love-in-action, is similar to Temple's idea of
sin as the failure of man's will comes into harmony with
God's will, and man's alienation from God. Temple describes
human sinfulness as the transgression against both God and
I . . - v ' _ • ' . '
man; while for Pittenger, it is mainly as sin against God.
Of course Pittenger does not mean that the sin against
fellow-men is not important. In his mind, the basic root of
- •' , ' • - » ''
human guilt lies in his imperfect relationship with God,
therefore it seems for Pittenger that the sin against men
is seen to be secondary. , .
However, it is interesting.that both Temple and Pittenger1 ' .
lay heavy stress on the sociological aspect of human sin.
Both see it as real and important. Both see the conception
of original sin to contain social sin. Therefore it is
natural that both demand a redemption for the whole society,
in addition to individual salvation.
Pittenger's description of sin gives us the impression
that human nature is actually not so depraved. He says, as
we have seen, that in man's true human reality, he is not a
- % • ! - ' • • ' ' n : t
sinner. But for Temple, we sense a little more desperate
view of human nature. He sees human beings as egocentric,
and even doing wrongs against God deliberately. Despite such
•'-slight difference of understanding of human nature, both hold
similar view about God's love as demonstrated by Jesus Christ
and man's free response to it. For Temple, the objective
side of. the atonement is the revelation of God in the
Incarnation, demonstrating His unchanging love; and the
subjective side is our response to it. For Pittenger, the
Incarnate Lord makes available the objective authentic life,
and He seeks men's subjective response to the lure from
God. As we can observe clearly the views of both theologians
in the chapters above, they are almost the same. Futhermore,
Temple says that the process of human realization of the love
of God is gradual. Pittenger would find this view very
similar to his own assertion that man actualizes his human
. V
potentiality in process.' . %
2. Could Jesus Sin?
In accordance vith his assertion of the Incarnation
as divine intrusion, Temple does not see any trace of sin in
Jesus Christ. There is real struggle in him, but he could
• • • — . • .- •
1
not yield to sin. The inability to sin is only objective,
•v»•
but subjectively Jesus is able to sin. Temple says,
Of. course this 'inability' is objective only.
•Subjectively the good man knows that he can sin
but does not want to do so. Only from the objective
point of view is it true to say 'he can't'. But this
objective inability is most important. What it
all comes to is that nothing except his own character
prevents him; but that does. 2
Temple sees our Lord's sinlessness in his complete harmony
3
with God's Will. Temple claims that the sinlessness of
.... ' ...... ' ; ' .
'V. { ' . , w
Jesus is not contrary to human nature, since human nature is
always aiming at that. Futhermore, Temple claims that the
Incarnate Lord is free from the corporate evil influence of
» '
the society, and that is a breach of an otherwise universal




On the other hand, Pittenger denies that our Lord could
be regarded to be so isolated from the human society that he
was not influenced to a certain extent by the evils in the
society. Jesus was perhaps not sinful in concrete, willed
action, but he shared the situation characterized by sin and
1 CV, p.217.
2 Ibid., p.61, n.1.
3 Ibid., p.lk8.
k Ibid., p.218
its consequences. Jesus could not be exempted from the
participation of human situation, therefore from the deficien-
2
cies of that situation. But did Jesus really sin? Pittenger, ' _ ; . ' S' „ '
sees our Lord's sin as some acts or words of Jesus that were
v: .. • •' i
.-not perfect, since there is no ideal perfection even in God
himself as the unsurpassable Lover, there is the adaptation
of, and a relationship to, concrete situations in which God's
unfailing and faithful love oprates to secure tie best response
3
possible under these circumstances. For Pittenger, sin is
a failure in direction or aim, a loss of a man's proper
A
becoming. Therefore a man is to be judged in terms of his
5
intention, the future aim or purpose or goal. But Jesus,
for Pittenger, made his own subjective aim identical with
... . , • . .. • ••• . .
the. initial aim which God provided him. He accepted for his
own purpose the purpose which God had for him. Jesus' aim
was in complete harmony vith God's, and thereby he is sinless
according to Pittenger's definition of sin as the failure of
% s
directing one's aim, although he does not state clearly that
Jesus was sinless. Hence actually, Pittenger's conception of
Jesus' sinlessness is not too far from that of Temple,
although the latter may conceive of Jesus to be absolutely







3® What is Salvation?
To Pittenger's understanding, salvation means atonement,
the wholeness of life, the restoration of relationship between
God and the sinners, perfect adjustment to Reality, Salvation
. .means primarily in this sense, and the redemption from human
sins is only secondary. Such optimistic view of salvation
is understood in the light of Pittender's view about sin.
• •; • • . . • . •. . '•
However., Temple diverges his conception of salvation from
Pittenger, as he does so in the understanding of human sin.
For him, salvation is the conversion of man's will, the self-
sacrifice, the abandonment of self-centredness and selfishness.
For Temple, although salvation is not the radical redemption
of mankind from utter depravity, it is more radical than as
Pittenger sees it. It follows that Temple needs a more object¬
ive ground for salvation than., Pittenger. The former holds that
Abeladian salvation is too subjective, we need the objective
fact for our conversion. Therefore he sees the great
influencing power of Jesus Christ, who calls forth sympathy
which is the.real union of personality, which, I guess, in
Temple's mind, may lead to the same type of unity of personality
in Jesus with God. Such union is objective indeed. Futher-
more, because of the seriousness in the salvation, it involves
penalty and suffering.' But this,does not mean these pains
are necessarily inflicted on the sinners. God could bear
these. This is the significance of the Cross. But Pittenger
is silent about the Cross, the penlty and suffering. Would
this mean that our salvation is an easy task? For Pittenger,
all we have to do is a falling in love with Jesus Christ,
and grasped by God who is Love. The mutual prehension is the
-way that atonement is accomplished. The accomplishment is
seen to be easy, since for Pittenger, there is a genuine
.. —
potential unity of God and man in every individual, Christ
the intended s,goal and centre for the divine-hurnan
1
relationship. Hence it seems that salvation for him is
easier than for Temple.
In spite of this divergence, both Temple and Pittenger
agree that the atonement cannot be fulfilled without the
human response, which is the necessary subjective side. And
the response must be freely given; otherwise the response is
not a genuine one. For Pittenger, a trully free response is
seen to be more significant, as all the atonement depends
very much on man's response. For him, there would be abso-%
lutely no atonement, not a. bit of it, that can be actualized
if man does not response. God only provides the lure, and
love should be responsed only, so that there is mutual
prehension of love. Therefore the subjective human reaction
is very much emphasized. However, for Temple, the sinner
is both free and enslaved. He is caused to submit his will
to God's Will by the power of the Love of Cod on Calvary.
1 WI, p.252.
Hence he is not absolutely free in response because he cannot
escape the loving power of Christ. This seems to be Temple's
idea. In-view of this, the significance of the free response
by man in the atonement is not so crucial for him than for
TPittenger.
CONCLUSION
The two theologicans, Temple and Pittenger, both have
their own-philosophical systems. Temple's view of the Reality- • K
as structure of Grades, for example, the four levels of Matter,
Life, Mind and Spirit, and the three grades of Thing, Brute,
and Person, gives us much insight indeed. This is rightly
felt by our experience on earth® Temple views the universe
as a World-Process, every thing is in evolution® This is the
same vith Pittenger!s process thought® Temple's stratification
of Reality makes the Incarnation as the outcome of the. process
of evolution, it is regarded as the top of the structure® In
addition, Temple sees that personality is the most distinctive
feature of a person® Therefore he finds the unity of God
and Man in Jesus Christ as the union of two wills, of two
personalities. Thus the union is the unity of the total
spiritual beings of God and the man Jesus® We understand it
easily as we know how in Temple's conception will and person¬
ality are so significant as .the characteristics of a personal
being. And for Pittenger, his process theology is the foun¬
dation of his Christology. It provides the understanding of
God's nature, reality of man, and the cosmic process® His
Christology is so integrated into it that one cannot under¬
stand Pittenger's Christology without first knowing it. This
shows that, for Temple and Pittenger, and for all others,
one's philosophical thought deeply influences his Christology;
and also a coherent Christology needs to.be established on a
adequate philosophical system.
Temple does-not give full treatment to his Christology.
' • ' ' .. . . ' ' ' . . - 1 V
He does not, while Pit conger does, speak of how we possess
.the potentiality to become like Christ in the relationship
with God; and the question whether the difference bwtween the
love of Jesusand the love of God, between the deity in Jesus
and that in us, is of kind or of degree (but he says that
-re J ' s -|
this degree-or~kind question is a false question ). Pitten-
ger's process Christology is appealing. It is so coherent and
sound in the light of modern world, view. However, I find
that his understanding of human nature is rather far away from
the traditional Christian teaching. It is too optimistic and
his salvation theory is too loose. No one can be guaranteed
to be saved, or is sure that his sin is objectively forgiven,
in the understanding of the .kind of salvation Pittenger offers.
Unless we accept that there should be a shift in our under¬
standing of human sin, we could not see Pittenger1s salvation
theory to be an adequate model. But is it not that the under¬
standing of human nature is very much influenced by one's
experience in his own environment? Can there be a universal
understanding of sin? If not, then' Pittenger has his sal¬
vation theory perfectly in his own right. And it is well
coherent too with his process theology.
Pittenger's process thought is very appealing to me. it
is in perfect harmony with modern scientific undej-sLanding of
the universe, and it offers a profound understanding of
1 211 P-? n.1.
• - ' . V t - ...
God and the universe. But is it necessary to construct a
Christology on process thinking? Is process Christology the
only one that every Christian in this modern scientific age
should accept ? I think at the present moment, it is accepta-
- ' t1 •
to us, since it eliminates with many irrational elements in
the traditional Christology, such as the unthinkable union
of two divine and human substances together in Jesus Christ,
the inconceivable picture that God became human being etc.
Pittenger's Christology does offer a comprehensible picture
of how God intervenes in human history, and the concept of
Jesus' divinity as the action of God in him is very stimula¬
ting and conceivable. I think we should move right on func¬
tional Christology rather than on ontological Christology,
The former helps us to understand God's activity and therefore
recognize his love, but the latter may lead to mystical ideas
that are incomprehensible. But how to convey the process
Christology to the general public? This is a problem indeed.
...... % •
Is it necessary to teach them the process thought first? If
for various reasons they find difficulty in comprehending it,
would they still find the process Christology comprehensible?
I leave this question behind for tire- reader himself. We can¬
not get the answer just by guessing, but by experimenting.
I find myself fully agreeing with Pittenger's assertion
that the task of Christian Church is to proclaim that God is
love as revealed in Jesus Christ, and to share the experience
of love as revealed in J'esus Christ, and to share the exper¬
ience of love with each other, and not to determine the
possibility of salvation fro any individual. That is God's
1
business. This affirmation arises from Pittenger's profound
'•understanding of God as Love in the world-process. If we
stick to the traditional view that God is-far away from us,
we may miss this valuable point and find it is not easy to
recognize this.
On the whole, from the study of the Chrfetologies offered
by the two theologians, I realize that we cannot have rigid
dognatic statement about Christ, since our knowledge and
experience grow and are renewed every day. When we say that
Jesus Christ is God, we should understand what we intend to
say. We should not identify Jesus Christ with God absolutely.;! ' U . • ' - • . .. . . _ • . . '
This is seriously erroneous, and would lead to polytheism
unconsciously. We should look into the happenings about
Jesus Christ rather than about him as an isolated individual.s r . %
The Christ-event took place two thousand years ago, we should,
not view him'as a man in this age. We should adopt a low-
ascending Christology. We should, understand Jesus Christ
from the prospective that he is a historical person like us.
Finally, we should look forward to any adaptions, or even new
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